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ABSTRACT 
 
FiqhiahAminatunNasa. 2018.“STUDENTS’ LEARNING STRATEGIES IN SPEAKING 
CLASS ( A CASE STUDY SPECIAL PROGRAMS AT SEVENTH GRADE OF SMP 
AL-ISLAM 1 SURAKARTA).Thesis, English Education Study Program, Islamic Education 
and Teacher Training Faculty. 
Advisor        : Hj. LilikUntari, S.Pd., M. Hum 
Key words    : Students, Learning Strategies, Speaking Class, Descriptive Qualitative 
Research. 
This research possesses threeobjectives. First is to describe the learning strategies 
used by the students of high, middle, and lowin speaking class at the special programs. 
Second is to describe the students’ speaking problemsat the special programs. Third is to 
describe the students’ solution of speaking problems in special programs 
This research is a descriptive qualitative research.Data sources of this research are 
seventh grade students of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. The researcher conducted observation 
and interview to collect the required data. In validating the data the researcher used data 
source triangulation by comparing the result of observation, interview, and document.This 
research analyzed by using Miles and Huberman’s Interactive model of data analysis 
including collecting data, reducing data, displaying data and drawing conclusion and 
verification.  
Based on the research finding in the result of observation and interview, it can be 
concluded thathigh, middle and low students used Metacognitive and Cognitive strategies. 
The students’ problem in speaking class at special program are difference of pronunciation, 
fear of mistake, feeling of shyness, anxiety of grammar, and lack of motivation. Students’ 
solution in speaking class at special program are doing repetition, making english club, 
watching western movie, using youtube, growing motivation, talking to native speaker and 
translating song. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Learning is process of acquiring new or modifying existing 
knowledge, behaviours, skills, values or preferences. Learning refers to 
techniques, approaches, or deliberate actions that students take in order to 
facilitate the learning and recall of both linguistic and content area information 
(Krashen, 1982). According to Suzanne (2006: 2) learning as a process of 
active engament, learning as individual and social, and learners diference as 
resources to be used, not obstacles to be confronted. While Abdurahman 
(1999: 37) states that learning is influenced by intelegence and mastery of 
students through learning and teaching receive their ability by learning 
activity.  
Furthermore, appliying learning needs strategies to help learner 
undestanding the information or materials and  improving communicative 
skills. According to Oxford (2002:362), a strategy is useful for learner if it is 
suits well with the learner’s task, fits with the learner’s style, and link it with 
another relevant strategy. Under these conditions, the strategies will make 
learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self directed, more effective, and 
more transferable to new situation. Brown (2000:13) strategies are specific 
methods of approaching a problem or task, modes of operation for achieving a 
particular, planned designs for controlling, and manipulating certain 
information. Moreover, Mintzberg (1991:5) says that strategy is the pattern or 
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plan that integrates an organization’s major goals, policies, and action 
sequences into a cohesive whole. Therefore strategies can help learner to 
achieve the material or target language. 
Learning strategy is simply refers to an individual’s approach to 
complete a task. This is an individual’s way of organizing and using a 
particular set of skill in oder to learn content or accomplish other task more 
effectivelly and efficiently in school as well as in nonacademic setting 
(Schumaker & Deshler, 1992: 56). Oxford (2002: 362)  puts it as special 
behavior or thouhgt processes that students use to enhance their own second 
language leaning. Therefore it is important factors for students in order to 
improve active learning in classroom and self-directed movement which is 
essential in developing communicative competence. Charmot (2004), learning 
strategies are thoughts and has affirmed learning strategienies contributed to 
development of communicative competence of the students. Furthermore, 
Weinstein and Mayer  in Clouston defined learning strategies as behaviours 
and thoughts that leaners engages in during learning. It means that, besides 
learning strategies can improve the comptence skill, it also characterizes the 
relationship between thoughts and action which is based on a view of learners 
responsible agents who aware of their needs and goals when engage the 
learning process. 
Learning strategies have long been an important issue in the field of 
education. It is generally accepted that instructional practices should assess 
and accommodate learning strategies of individual students. However, it is not 
an easy task to design and implement truly adaptive modes of instruction in 
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public education because learning strategies may vary significantly from one 
student to another. Due to this nature, learning strategies have also been a 
critical issue for instructional designers to develop instructional systems that 
are sensitive to learning strategies of each student, both in group instruction 
and individual learning contexts. 
Learning strategies are the thoughts that students have and actions 
that they can take to assist their comprehension, recall, production, and 
management of their language learning. For example, a student might use 
cognates or other clues to guess at the meanings of unfamiliar words in the 
target language or student might plan in advance for a role play by identifying 
and practicing some of the key phrases that might be useful for a particular 
context. Although good language learners are better users of strategies than 
less effective students in their approach to developing proficiency in a new 
language, less effective students can learn how to improve their performance 
by using appropriate learning strategies. 
O’Malley and Chamot (1990: 44-45) divided language-learning 
strategies into three main subcategories namely, metacognitive strategies, 
cognitive strategies, and socio effective strategies. Metacognitive is a terms to 
express executive function, strategies that require planning for learning 
process as it is taking place, monitoring of one’s production or 
comprehension, and evaluating learning after an activity is completed. 
Cognitive strategies are more limited to specific tasks in learning and  involve 
more direct manipulation of the learning materials itself. As the socio affective 
strategies, it can be stated that related with social mediating activity and 
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transacting with others. Socio-affective strategies are very important in 
learning a language because language is used in communication and 
communication occurs between people.  
In this research, the researcher focused on students’ learning 
strategies in speaking class. In the learning english, speaking is one of the 
fundamental skill to be develeped as the fucnction of language is to 
communicate. According to Tarigan (1990: 3) speaking is skill that is 
developed in child life, which is preceded by listening skill that at the period 
the speaking skill is learned as the basic of language. Among another skill, 
speaking has critical function as key for communication.  
Richard (2002: 210) said that speaking is one of the central 
communication elements. Speaking skill is the key to communicate easier 
with foreigners, to accept the advance of technology and to get success. 
However, sometimes speaking is also the obstacle that obstructs them to reach 
their aims. In fact, a lot of learners study English grammar very well, but they 
cannot master it because they get difficulties in their speaking. This problem 
leads to disheartenment for learners so they lose their interest in learning 
speaking. Consequently, learning strategies in speaking skill is indispensible 
for students to be effectivelly commuicate in the language. 
Furthermore the researcher did preliminary observation at seventh 
grade of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta to find learning strategies used by students 
high, middle and low in speaking class at the special programs. The researcher 
did it to find students’ speaking problems and solutions in the class. 
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The researcher observed English teaching learning process inside 
and outside classroom. The school is one of bonafide school in Surakarta 
because the school’s accreditation is A. The school also has special programs 
that are classified into three level; high, middle and low. In the special 
programs class several materials uses full English. The students is “forced” to 
speak English in order to achieve the target language. This programs establish 
students to understand English by using their own learning strategies. 
Based on the data in the school, the researcher entitles the research 
“A Study On Students’ Learning Strategies In Speaking Class At Seventh 
Grade Of Smp Al-Islam 1 Surakarta 2016/2017 Academic Year.” The 
researcher hopes that this research can solve the problem and also give benefit 
to students and teacher. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
  The researcher found some problems in process of teaching English 
of the school. There are many factors can affect the problems emergence, such 
as; 
1. Students’ learning result of special programs can be classified into high, 
middle, and low level. 
2. Special programs school phenomena or treatment has the same programs 
and different result. 
3. The genre of English for seventh grade students uses descriptive and 
narrative. 
4. Each student has different learning style and result. 
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C. The Limitation of the Problem 
  In this research, the researcher limited the research on students’ 
learning strategies in speaking class at the seventh grade students of SMP Al-
Islam 1 Surakarta. The researcher analyzed data from the observation in the 
classroom and the boarding school. The researcher also analyzed data from 
interview of students and document.  
 
D. Problem  Statement 
 Based on the explanation above in previous section, the researcher is 
able to identify some problems at SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. The problems 
are found as follow: 
1. What are the learning strategies used by students high, middle and low in 
speaking class at the special programs of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta? 
2. What are students’ speaking problems at the special programs of SMP Al-
Islam 1 Surakarta? 
3. What are students’ solution of speaking problems in special programs of  
SMP AL-Islam 1 Surakarta? 
 
E. Objectives of the Study 
 The objective of the study at finding the answer to the question stated 
in the problem statement: 
1. To describe the learning strategies used by the students of high, middle, 
and low in speaking class at the special programs of SMP Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta. 
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2. To describe the students’ speaking problems at the special programs of 
SMP AL-Islam 1 Surakarta. 
3. To describe the students’ solution of speaking problems in special 
programs of SMP AL-Islam 1 Surakarta 
 
F. Benefit of the Study 
 The are some benefits of this research, both theoritical and practical, 
there are as follows: 
1. Theoritical benefits: 
This research the researcher gave reference for other researchers who were 
interested in observation about students’ learning strategies. The result of 
this research was about speaking study on student strategies, this research 
explained about the strategies in speaking class. 
2. Practical benefits : 
 The result of the research is expected to give some advantages for 
the students, the teachers and school, they are as follow: 
a. The student 
The students will have positive benefits from the research, such as 
speaking bravery, confidence, and better progress in English lesson 
especially in speaking skill. 
b. The teacher 
The teachers can make innovation and effective strategies to teach 
speaking. Using English conversation can be used to increase students’ 
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speaking ability and to reduce the boredom of learning English, 
especially in speaking skill. 
c. The school 
Hopefully, the result of the research can improve the students’ 
achievement in speaking class of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. 
 
G. The Definition of Key Terms 
 In this case the researcher presents the explanation of key terms to 
avoid the  misinterpretation of the research. 
1. Learning is acquiring or getting knowledge of a subject or skill by study, 
experience or instructions (Slavin in Brown, 2007:7). 
2. Learning strategy is thoughts and actions that learners use to accomplish a 
learning goal (Charnot (2004). 
3. Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves 
producing and receiving and processing information (Brown , 2004: 140.  
4. Special Programs are classed that is established based on the spesific tests, 
such as : students selection test, written test (English, Science, 
Mathematic, and Indonesian), religion interview and personality interview. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 
A. Theoritical Description 
1. Definition of Strategy 
Everybody has strategy in learning everything. It is conscious or 
unconsciously. It is natural for learners to use strategy in learning 
process, because learning is not an instaneous process for every 
learner. It is one of their development process. Sometimes strategy can 
help students, so the teacher helps the learner. Ahmadi (2005:14) states 
that strategy is as a remedy for the teacher in making system area that 
happened to process of teaching learning. 
There are many definitions given to the term of strategy. The 
follows are the definition of strategy. According to Brown (2000:13) 
strategies are specific methods of approaching a problem or task, 
modes of operation for achieving a particular end, planned designs for 
controlling and manipulating certain information. Moreover, 
Mintzberg (1991:5) says that strategy is the pattern or plan that 
integrates an organization’s major goals, policies, and action sequences 
into a cohesive whole. 
Then, Chamot (1999:32) stated that strategies are often more 
powerful when they are used in appropriate combinations. Based on 
the statement above strategies are any tools or tactics that learners 
employ to learn more effectively and more autonomously. 
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B. Theoritical Review 
In the theoritical review, the researcher present the concept of learning 
strategies kinds of language skill. 
1. The Definition of Learning Stategy 
There are many definitions given to the term of learning 
strategies. The follows are the definitions of learning strategies. 
According to Chamot (2005:5), learning strategies are techniques 
approaches, or deliberate the learning and recall of both linguistic and 
contains information. Strategies are often more powerful when they 
are used in appropriate combinations. The Richards (1992:209) said 
that learning strategies are intention behavior and thoughts used by 
learners during learning to help them understand better about lesson 
and remember new information. 
Brown (2007:142) strategies are specific methods used to 
approaching a problem or task modes of operation for achieving a 
particular and, plan or designs for controlling and manipulating 
certain information. 
Based on the statements above the researcher can conclude 
that strategies are any tools or tricks that are used by learners to learn 
more effectively in learning. In order to be a successful language 
learner, students should be able to decide which learning strategies 
that is suitable for them. Thus, they can optimize and enjoy their 
learning by using the learning strategy. Students can facilitate  their 
quality of learning respond to their learning needs and acquire the 
knowledge better than those who do not know to use learning 
strategies. 
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2. Classification of Language Learning Strategies 
Language learning strategies have been classified by many 
researchers. According to O’Malley and Chamot (1990), into six 
groups: 
1) Memory strategies: that help learners store and retrieve new 
information. Varoious memory-related strategies enable learners to 
learn and retrieve information in an orderly string (acronym), while 
other techniques create learning and retrival via sounds (rhyming), 
images (mental picture of the word itself or the meaning of the 
word), a combination of sounds and images ( the keywod method), 
body movement (total physical responce),mechanical means 
(flashcards), or location (on a page or blackboard). 
2) Cognitive strategies: strategies that enable learners to understand 
and produce new language by many different means. Cognitive 
strategies enable the learner to manipulates the language material in 
direct ways, for example through reasoning, analysis, note-taking, 
summarizing, synthesizing, outlining, recognizing information to 
develop stronger schemas (knowledge structures), practicing in 
naturalistic settings, and practicing structures and sounds formally. 
3) Compensation strategies: strategies that aid learners in overdcoming 
knowledge gaps and continuing to communicate authentically. 
4) Affective strategies: strategies that help develop self-confidence, 
such as identifying one’s modd and anxiety level, talking about 
feelings, reward oneself for good performance, and using deep 
breathing or positive self-talk. 
5) Metacognitive strategies: strategies that help learners to regulate 
their own cognitive abilities and to focus, plan, and evaluate their 
progress as they move toward communicate competence. For 
example identfying one’s own learning style preference and needs, 
planning for an Englishtask, gathering and organizing materials, 
arraging study a space and a schedule, monitoring mistakes, and 
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evaluating task sucess, and evaluating the success of any of say type 
of learning strategy. 
6) Social strategies: strategies that provide increased interactions and 
more empthic understanding. For example asking questions to get 
verification, asking for clarification of a confusing point, asking for 
help in doing a language task, talking with a native-speaking 
conversation partner, and exploring cultural and social norms help 
the learner work with others and understand the target culture as 
well as the language. 
O’Malley and Chamot (1990:44-45) divide learning strategies into 
three main subcategories. Namely Meta-cognitive strategies, Cognitive 
strategies and Socio-affective strategies. First, meta-cognitive strategies 
refer to a term used in information-processing theory to indicate and 
“executive” function, that is, the strategies which involved planning for 
learning thinking about learning process as it is taking place, monitoring of 
one’s production or comprehension, and evaluating learning after an 
activity is completed. Among the main meta-cognitive strategies, it is 
possible to include advance organizers, directed attention, selective 
attention, self-evaluating. Second, cognitive strategies are more limited to 
specific learning tasks and they involve more direct manipulation of the 
learning material itself. Repetition, resourcing, translation, grouping, note-
taking, deduction, recombination, imagery, auditory representation, key 
word, contextualization, elboration, transfer, inferencing are among the 
most important cognitive strategies. Third, socio-affecrive strategies have 
to do with social mediating activities and interacting with others. 
a. Metacognitive strategies 
O’Malley and Chamot (1990:44-45) says that 
metacognitive strategies are higher under thinking skills that 
students use to manage their own language learning. 
Metacognitive strategies are the strategies which involve 
planning for learning, monitoring, and evaluating learning after 
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an activity is completed. Metacognitive strategies go beyond the 
cognitive mechanism and give learners to coordinate their 
learning. This helps them to plan languge in an effecient way. 
O’Malley and Chamot (1990:44-45) divided metacognitive 
strategies into three sets of strategies they are centering your 
learning. Arraging and planning your learning, and evaluating 
your learning. The aim of centering learning is to give a focus to 
the learner so that the attention could be directed toward certain 
language activities or skills. Arraging and planning learning help 
learners to organize so they may get maximum benefit from their 
monitoring errors and evaluation of progress. 
1) Advance Organizers 
It is previewing the main ideas and concepts of the 
material to be learned, often by skimming the text for the 
organizing principle. For example students review before 
they get into class. 
2)  Directed Attention 
It is deciding in advance to attend in general to learn 
task and to ignore irrelevant distracters. 
3)  Fuctional Planning 
It is planning for and rehearsing linguistic components 
necessary to carry out an upcoming language task. For 
example, a student make summary of the materials to 
prepare the final exams. 
4) Selective Attention 
It is deciding in advance to attend to specific of input, 
often by scnning for key words, concepts, and or lingiustic 
markers. For example, choosing the familiar topic to 
practice English orally or writing some important words to 
help memorize the dialog. 
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5) Self-Management 
     Understanding the conditions that help students and 
arraging for the presence of those conditions. For example, 
the students make a claim condition when study in 
classroom or in outside of class. 
6) Self-Monitoring 
      It is checking one’s comprehension listening or reading 
or checking the accuracy and or appropriateness of one’s 
oral or written production while it is taking place. For 
example, the students ask to their friends to monitoring and 
correcting the wrong words when they memorize 
something. 
7) Self-Evaluating 
      It is checking the outcomes of one’s own languge 
learning againts a standard after it has been completed. For 
example, the students try to speak with foreign tourist to 
practice speaking skill. 
b. Cognitive strategies 
Based on Alberta (2009:47) cognitive language strategies 
include using different techniques for remembering new words 
and phrases, deducing grammar rules, applaying previously 
learners rule, guessing at the meaning of unknown words and 
using a variety of ways to organise new information and link the 
new information and link the new information to previously 
learned language. It in ways that enhance learning. Weinstein 
and Mayer (1986) suggest that these strategies can be subsumed 
under three broad groupings: rehearsal, organization, and 
elaboration processes. Cognitive strategies may be limited in 
application to the specific type of task in the learning activity. 
O’Malley and Chamot (1990:44-45) divided cognitive 
strategies into four sets are practicing, receiving and sending 
messages, analyzing and reasoning, and creating structure for 
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input and output. Practicing is the most important in this group 
which can be achieved by repeating, working with sounds, and 
using patterns. The tools of receiving and sending messages are 
used when learners try to find the main idea through skimming 
and scanning. The adult’s learners commonly use analyzing and 
reasoning strategies. There atre used to understand the meaning 
and expression of the target language. These are also to make 
new expression. 
Here is example of learner who practices with sounds of the 
words that have letters ought. The words through, 
though,tough,trough contain ought to sounds different. To 
spelling: throo, thow, tuff and troff. 
1. Resourcing Translation 
 It is using target language reference materials such as 
dictionaries, encyclopedia, or textbooks. This is the first 
language as base for understanding and or producing the 
second language. For example studnets are searching new 
vocabulary in dictionary. 
2. Repetition  
 It is imitating a languge model, including overt practice 
and silent rehearsal. For example, the students repeats the 
pronounciation until mastered. 
3. Grouping 
It is classifying words, termonology, or concepts according 
to their attributes or meaning. For example, students classify 
words with the same meaning to memorize the words. 
4. Deduction  
It is applying rules to understand or produce the second 
language or making up rules based on language analysis. 
5. Imagery  
It is using visual images (either mental or actual) to 
understand or remember new information. For example, 
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students use illustration that has relation with the topic in 
order to memorize more fast. 
6. Auditory Representation 
It is planning back in one’s mind the sound of a word, 
phrase, or longer language sequence. For example, when you 
are trying to learn how to say something, speak it in your 
mind first. 
7. Keyword Method 
It is remembering a new word in the second language by: 
(1)indentfying a familiar word in the first language that 
sounds like or otherwise resembles the new word, and (2) 
generating easily recalled images of some relationship with 
the first language homonym and the new word in the second 
language. For example, identfying a familiar words that 
students hear. 
8. Elaboration 
It is realating new information to prior knowledge, relating 
different parts of new information to each other, or making 
meaningful personal associations with the new information. 
For example, the students relating new information to other 
concepts in memory. 
9. Transfer  
It is using previous linguistic knowledge or prior skills to 
assist comprhension or production. For example, if the 
student talking about something he or she already learn (in 
English), all he or she to do is remembering the information 
and try to put it into Indonesia. 
10. Inferencing  
  It is using available information to guess meanings of new 
items, predict outcomes, ot fill in missing information. For 
example, the students things of the whole meaning of the 
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sentence, and then he or she can get the meaning of new 
word. 
11. Note Taking 
  It is writing down key words or concept in abbreviated 
verbal, graphic, or numerical form while listening or reading. 
For example, the students preares book to catch the all 
materials while listening section. 
12. Summarizing 
  It is making a material, oral  written summary of new 
information gained through listening or reading. 
13. Recombination 
  It is constructing a meaningful sentence or langer language 
sequence by combining known elements in a new way. 
14. Translation  
  It is using the first language as a base for understanding and 
or producing the second language. 
Oxford (1990, p. 14-16), cited in Gani, Dian and Rizaldy(2015) 
there are some strategy  in  differentiates language learning strategies into 
six groups:  
a. Memory strategies: strategies that help learners store and 
retrieve new information. 
b. Cognitive strategies: strategies that enable learners to 
understand and produce new language by many different 
means. 
c. Compensation strategies: strategies that aid learners in 
overcoming knowledge gaps and continuing to communicate 
authentically,  
d. Affective strategies: strategies that help develop self-
confidence, 
e.  Metacognitive strategies: strategies that help learners to 
regulate their own cognitive abilities and to focus, plan, and 
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evaluate their progress as they move toward communicative 
competence. 
f. Social strategies: strategies that provide increased interaction 
and more empathetic understanding. She adds that all 
appropriate language learning strategies contribute to the main 
goal: becoming communicatively competent. 
 
C. Review on Speaking 
1. Definition of Speaking 
Speaking is one of the skills that has to be mastered by students in 
learning English. Some experts have various defintions about speaking. 
According to Fulcher (2003:23), speaking is the verbal use of langugae to 
communicate with others. It is an activity involving two or more people in 
which hearers and speakers gave to react to what they hear and make their 
contributions that occur adjacent to each other. In other words, the 
essential components to make speaking exist are the speakers, the hearers, 
the meassage and the response. 
According Louma (2009:10), speaking is process of person who 
uses their voice to speech meaningfully. In the same point, Chaney (1998) 
in Kayi (2006) states that speaking is the process of building, sharing 
,meaning, expressing ideas through the use of verbal and non verbal 
symbols, in a variety contexts. Speaking is more complex. It involves both 
a command of certain skills and several different types of knowledge. 
According to Brown and Yule (1989) in Nunan (1989:26), spoken 
language consist of short, often fragmentally utterances in a range of 
pronounciation. It is related to an ability to express meaning through word 
pronounced by a speaker. In addition, this is skill which generally has to 
be learned and practiced. There are two functions in speaking, 
transactional and interpersonal function. According to Thornbury 
(2005:13), the purpose of a transactional function is to deliver certain 
information and facilitate the excahnge of goods or services. The example 
of the transactionel function is handling a traveler in travel agency. 
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Additionally, the purpose of an interpersonal function is to establish and to 
maintain social relation. 
As a speaker, people use their speech to create an image of 
themselves to others. According to Louma (2009:10), the speakers create a 
texture for their talk that supports and echamces what they are saying. 
They use speed and pausing, variations in pitch, volume, and intonation, 
when they are saying. 
Based on the experts above, speaking not only about talking or 
producing some sounds, but it is able to convers many things such as 
phonological and grammatical funstion. The students can use a language 
for communicating. The students can share their opinion with others. 
Futhermore, they can communicate both verbal and non-verbal 
communication for making their image in the social relationship. 
Therefore, the students should be mastered some components to make 
successful communication. 
2. Problems of Speaking 
For Ur (1996), there are some speaking problems that teachers can 
come across in getting students to talk in the classroom. These are: 
inhibition, lack of topical knowledge, low or uneven participation and 
mother-tongue use. 
 The first problem that the students often encounter is inhibition. 
When students try to say things in a foreign language in the classroom 
they are often inhibited. They are worried about making mistakes, fearful 
of criticism or losing face. They are shy of the attention that their speech 
attracts. Littlewood (2007) asserts that a foreign language classroom to can 
create inhibitions and anxiety easily.  
Secondly, learners often complain that they cannot think of 
anything to say and they have no motivation to express themselves. Rivers 
(1968) believes that the learners have nothing to express maybe because 
the teacher had chosen a topic which is not suitable for him or about which 
he knows very little. It is difficult for many students to respond when the 
teachers ask them to say something in a foreign language because they 
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might have little ideas about what to say, which vocabulary to use, or how 
to use the grammar correctly (Baker & Westrup, 2003). 
 Another problem in speaking class is that participation is low or 
uneven. In a large group, each student will have very little talking time 
because only one participant can talk at a time so that the others can hear 
him/her. There is a tendency of some learners to dominate while others 
speak very little or not at all.  
Finally, when all or a number of learners share the same mother-
tongue, they tend to use it because it is easier for them. Harmer (1991) 
suggests some reasons why students use mothertongue in class. Firstly, 
when the students are asked to have a discussion about a topic that they are 
incapable of, if they want to say anything about the topic, they will use 
their own language. Another reason is that the use of mother- tongue is a 
natural thing to do. In addition, using the first language to explain 
something to another if there is no encouragement from the teachers. 
Finally, if teachers frequently use the students’ language, the students will 
feel comfortable to do it. 
3. Factor Affecting Speaking Performance 
In order to help students overcome problems in learning speaking, 
it is necessary for the teachers to figure out factors that affect their 
speaking performance. Students’ speaking performance can be affected by 
the factors that come from performance conditions (time pressure, 
planning, standard of performance and amount of support), affective 
factors (such as motivation, confidence and anxiety), listening ability and 
feedback during speaking activities. 
a. Performance conditions 
 Students perform a speaking task under a variety of conditions. 
Nation & Newton (2009) believe that performance conditions can affect 
speaking performance. The four types of performance conditions that 
Nation & Newton (2009) suggest include time pressure, planning, the 
standard of performance and the amount of support. 
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b.  Affective Factors 
 One of the most important influences on language learning success 
or failure is probably the affective side of the learner (Oxford, 1990). 
Krashen (1982) states that a variety of affective variables has been 
confirmed to be related to success in second language acquisition in 
research over the last decade but most of those studies examined the three 
categories: motivation, self-confidence and anxiety. 
c. Listening Ability  
Speaking skills cannot be developed unless we develop listening 
skills (Doff, 1998). Students must understand what is said to them to have 
a successful conversation. Shumin (1997) shares the ideas of Doff (1998) 
by stating that when one person speaks, the other responds through 
attending by means of the listening process. In fact, every speaker plays 
the role of both a listener and a speaker. Therefore, one is certainly unable 
to respond if he/ she cannot understand what is said. It means speaking is 
closely related to listening. 
d. Topical Knowledge  
 Topical knowledge is defined as knowledge structures in long-
term memory (Bachman & Palmer, 1996). In other words, topical 
knowledge is the speakers’ knowledge of relevant topical information. The 
information that topical knowledge provides enables learners to use 
language with reference to the world in which they live. Bachman & 
Palmer (1996) state certain test tasks may be easier for those who possess 
the relevant topical knowledge and more difficult for those who do not. 
Bachman & Palmer (1996) believe that topical knowledge has effects on 
speaking performance. 
e. Feedback during Speaking Activities 
  Most students want and expect their teachers to give them feedback 
on their performance. However, all speaking production should not be 
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dealt with in the same way. Harmer (1991) asserts that the decisions that 
the teachers make about how to react to students’ performance will depend 
upon the stages of the lesson, the activities, the types of mistake made and 
the particular student who is making that mistake. If the teachers correct 
whenever there is a problem, the conversational flow as well as the 
purpose of the speaking activity will be destroyed (Harmer, 1991). If the 
students are corrected all the time, they can find this very demotivating 
and become afraid to speak. They suggest that the teachers should always 
correct the students’ mistakes positively and with encouragement (Baker 
& Westrup, 2003). 
4. Possible Solutions to Problems of Speaking 
First improve the performance conditions by giving their students 
time to prepare for a speaking task, teaching the students how to use mind 
map to generate ideas and giving students enough time to perform their 
tasks. Secondly, they should help their students overcome inhibition and 
shyness by having friendly, helpful and cooperative behaviors to make 
students feel comfortable when speaking in the class, reminding students 
not to worry about making mistakes and giving them clear instructions and 
sufficient guidance. Thirdly, the teacher should personalize and simplify 
the topics in the textbook to make them easier, more interesting and 
relevant to their lives.  
Speaking skills should be included in tests and exams because the 
students will be more motivated to learn speaking skills because they are 
tested. Another suggestion is that the teachers should give students more 
opportunities to speak English in class by using some speaking activities 
that require students to speak. Furthermore, the teachers should decide 
carefully when and how to correct the students’ mistakes so that the 
students are not fearful of making mistakes and the flow of the students’ 
conversation is not destroyed. In addition, the teacher should encourage 
students to participate in speaking activities.  
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Finally,the teachers should create an English speaking environment 
by encouraging the students to use English in the classroom to make it a 
habit, letting them watching films or videos in English and the teachers 
should also use English in the classroom frequently so that the students 
have more exposure to the language. As for the students, they should first 
understand the importance of speaking skills. Their awareness of their 
studies may result in their motivation for learning. Secondly, they should 
practice speaking English outside the classroom more often by doing the 
speaking tasks in the textbook at home with their classmates, joining 
speaking club where they can use English to communicate and speaking 
on their own in front of a mirror. 
5. Basic types of Speaking 
Brown (2004:141) categorized the basic types of speaking as follows: 
a. Imitative 
At one of continuum of types of speaking performance is the 
ability to simply parrot back (imitate) a word or phrase phinetic level of 
oral production, a number of prosodic, lexical, and grammatical 
properties of languages may be included in the criterion performace. 
b. Intensive 
The second types of speaking frequently employ and assesmeny 
context is the production of short stretches of oral language designed to 
demostrate commencer in a narrow band of grammatical, phrasal, 
lexical and phonological relationship.such as prosodic elements-
intonation, stress, rythm, and juncture. 
c. Responsive 
Responsive assement task include interaction and test 
comprehension but at the somewhat limited level of very short 
conversation, standard greeting and small talks, simple request, and 
content and the like. 
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d. Extensive 
Extensive oral production task include speech oral presentation, 
storytelling, during which the opportunity for oral interaction from 
listener is either highly limited (perhaps to nonverbal reponses) or rolld 
out altogether. Therefore, those types speaking activities are much 
concern with the age of the speaker. A speaker will be able to produce 
the more complicated sentences as become older. 
6. Types of Learning Strategies in Speaking 
According to Kennedy and Keatley (2006), the following strategies can 
help the language learner to develop their speaking. 
a. Using minimal responses 
Language learners who lack confidence in their ability to 
participate successfully in oral interaction often listen in silence while 
others do the talking. One way to encourage such lerners to begin to 
participate is to help them build up a stock of minimal responses that 
they can use in different types of exhanges. Such responses can be 
especially useful for beginners. 
b. Recognize Scripts 
Some communication situations are associated with a predictable 
set of spoken exchanges a script. Greetings, apologies, compliments, 
invitations, and other functions norms are influenced by social and 
cultural norms often follow patterns or scripts. Therefore, do the 
transactional exchanges involved in activities such as obtaining 
information and making a purchase. In these scripts, the relationship 
between a speaker’s turn and the one that follows it can often be 
anticipated. 
c. Using language to talk about language 
Language learners are often too embarrased or shy to say anything 
when they do not understand another speaker or when they realize that 
a conversation partner has not understood them. Instructors can help 
students overcome this reticence by assuring them that 
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misunderstanding and the need for clarification can occur in any type 
of interaction, whatever the participants’ language skill levels. 
Instructors can also give students strategies and phrase to use for 
clarification and comprehension check. 
D. Review of Previous Study 
 There are two researchers who have conducted the similar research 
that concern on learning strategies. What are mentioned bellow explain about 
the finding of the research conducted concerning on the learning strategies. 
 The first research is a journal article done by Sofyan A. Gani (2015), a 
senior lecturer in Syiah Kuala University who conducted study entitled “ 
Students’ Learning Strategies for developing Speaking Ability”. This research 
described about the different learning strategies used by high speaking 
performance students and low speaking performance. The result of the 
research shows that high speaking performance students used more learning 
strategies compared to those with low speaking performance. 
 The research that conducted by Gani has similarity with this research. 
The first similarity is the design of the research that uses descriptive 
qualitative research. The second similarity is the variable of the research that 
there are two variable learning strategy and speaking skill. 
 Besides the similarities, there are also some differences between the 
research and this research. In this journal focused on high speaking 
performance and low speaking performance. On the contraty, this research 
focused on high speaking performance student in boarding class MAN 1 
Surakarta. The other difference is in the journal was done by Gani not showed 
about strength and the weaknesses but in this research will show about the 
strength and weaknesses. 
 The second research is the thesis by Agung Darwanto (2014), entitled 
“Strategies for developing speaking skill by students of English education 
department: a case study”. This research described about strategies for 
developing speaking skill students of English education department of 
Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. The results of this research show 
that the students applied almost all of the strategies proposed by O’Malley 
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including meta-cognitive strategies, cognitive strategies, and socio-affective 
strategies in mastering their speaking skill. 
 There are some difference between the research and this research. The 
first is the subject of research. In the research that conducted by Agung 
Darwanto, the subject of the research is students in university, in this research  
the researcher conducts a research in senior high school. Then, the second is 
the design of the research. The design of the research conduct by Agung 
Darwanto is a case study; in this research the research uses descriptive 
qualitative research. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
 The researcher uses the descriptive qualitative method in this research. 
Descriptive research describes and interprets events, condition, or situation, of 
the present. On the other hand, qualitative research is research method based 
on post-positivism and naturalist paradigm. It has some characteristics: (1) the 
objects observed are process and value; (2) most of data are words; (3) when 
collecting data, the researcher actively interact with the data sources; (4) the 
data are analyzed inductively; (5) the result of the research cannot be 
generalized; (6) the research is subjective and related value (Joko Nurkamto, 
2004: 3). In qualitative research, the researcher investigates the quality of 
relationship, activities, and situation or materials. (Fraenkel and Wallen, 
2000:502) 
 Elliot and Kratochwill (1999:24) state that descriptive study is a 
research in which the investigator examines and report thing as the way are in 
an attempt to understand and explain them. The aim of descriptive research is 
to provide as accurate account as possible about what is the current practice, 
how learner do learn, how teachers do teach, what classroom looks like, at the 
particular moment in particular place. 
 In addition, qualitative method is a research method is based naturalist 
paradigm that has some characteristics. First, the realities are multiple and 
holistic. Second are interactive and inseparable. Third, hypothesis is bounded 
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by time and context. Fourth, the causes and effect are impossible to be 
distinguished. Fifth, the inquiry is value-bond (Lincoln and Guba, 1985:37) 
 
B. Setting of Place 
 The research conducted at SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. This school is 
located in Muh Yamin Street No. 125, Tipes, Serengan, Surakarta 57154. 
Researcher did preliminary observation at seventh grade of SMP Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta on April 2017. Then researcher continued observation for three 
months, starting April up to June 2017. The researcher choose this school 
because it has special programs class in seventh grade. 
 
C. Source of the Data 
 Sutopo (2002:6) states that data in qualitative research are collection 
of information and/ or fact in the form of words in sentences that is 
meaningful. According to Lofland (1984), sources of data in qualitative 
research are words and actions, the additional data can be documents or other 
sources. The research data in this research is collected in the form of 
information about students learning strategies in speaking class at the seventh 
grade of SMP Al-Islam 1, Surakarta. 
 The sources of the data in this research include events, informant, and 
documents. 
1. Event 
 As quoted from Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary third 
edition, event is anything that happens, especially something important. 
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The event in this research is in the form of teaching and learning activities 
of English in speaking class especially at the seventh grade of SMP Al-
Islam 1, Surakarta. 
2. Informant 
 Informant is considered as person who gives the researcher data when 
doing the research. In other words, informant is a person who becomes the 
source of the data. In this research, the informant is the seventh grade 
students of SMP Al-Islam 1, Surakarta. 
3. Document   
  The document in this research is all available written document which 
concern on the teaching and learning process in speaking class including. 
 
D. The Technique of Collecting Data 
 The technique of collecting data applies in the research are as follows: 
1. Observation 
 Allison et. All (1996: 26) state that observation is observing and 
recording of event or circumstances. There are two kinds of observation 
which are laboratory and naturalistic observation. Laboratory observation 
is done in laboratory or other setting which is set up by researcher. In the 
contrary, naturalistic observation is done directly in the class and there is 
no setting from researcher. The researcher conducted naturalistic 
observation in classroom and boarding school. 
 The observation in this research focused in the learning process in 
speaking class in the seventh grade students of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. 
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The reseacher observed some activities and events that happened in the 
learning of speaking.  
2. Interview 
 One of the most popular techniques of obtaining information in 
research by asking respondent orally is interview. The information is 
obtained directly from the respondents while talking face to face. Nazir 
(2005: 193) says that interview is the process the collecting information 
for research’s goal through talking face to face with the respondents using 
instrument which is called interview guide. It is done spontaneously but it 
directs into information that we expects from respondents. There some 
factors which influence interaction on an interview i.e. situation, 
interviewer, respondents, and contents. 
 There are two types of interview i.e. in structured or non-directive 
interview and structure or directive interview. In this research researcher 
uses structured interview therefore that process will be effective and 
efficient. In this technique every informant is given the list of questions 
which related to the research problems. The topic of interview was about 
learning strategies used by seventh grade students of SMP Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta. 
3. Documentation 
 According to Sutopo (2001: 69), written document are sources of 
research, which are often having important role in qualitative research. 
Further, he explains that document is used in research because of some 
reasons: document is a source of research, which is stable, rich and 
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supported: it is as evidence to a testing and it has natural characteristic, 
therefore it is appropriate to qualitative research. The researcher analyzed 
documents, they are students’ worksheet and note. 
E. Trustworthiness 
 Qualitative research concerns on the trustworthiness to check the 
credibility of the data. The trustworthiness used is triangulation. According to 
Moleong (2006: 330), triangulation technique is the technique to check the 
data by using something beyond the data. He also says that triangulation is 
mixing of data or method so that the diverse viewpoints or standpoints cast 
light upon a topic. 
 Triangulation is essentially a multimedia approach conducted by 
researchers at the time of collecting the data. The basic idea is that the 
phenomenon under study can be well understood in order to obtain high-level 
truth though is viewed from different angles. Viewing angles varying obtained 
will allow a reliable level of truth. Therefore triangulation is the attempt to 
check the correctness of data or information from a variety of different 
viewpoints by reducing as much as possible the differences that occur at the 
time of data collection and analysis. 
 According to Norman K. Denkin defines triangulation as a 
combination or combinations of the various methods used to study phenomena 
that are different perspectives. The Denkin’s concept is used by qualitative 
researchers in various fields. According to him, triangulation includes four 
kinds, method triangulation, inter-researcher triangulation, data sources 
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triangulation and theory triangulation. The following description of the four 
types of triangulation; 
1. Method triangulation is done by comparing the information or data in 
different ways. As is known in qualitative research, researcher obtains data 
from interview, observation, questionnaire, and document to obtain a valid 
data. 
2. Inter-researcher triangulation is done by using more than one researcher in 
data collection. This technique is recognized enrich the in-depth 
knowledge. 
3. Data sources triangulation is seeing of certain information through various 
methods and sources of data acquisition methods. For example, besides 
using interview and observation, researcher can use participant 
observation, written documents, historical document and image or photo. 
4. Theory triangulation is comparing the formulation of the information/ 
thesis statement of relevant theoretical perspectives to avoid individual 
bias of researcher on the finding or conclusion generated. In addition, 
theory triangulation can increase the depth of understanding if the 
researcher is able to dig deep theoretical knowledge on the results of the 
data obtained.  
 Furthermore, in this case the researcher used data sources 
triangulation. In this research, the researcher chose and took the data sources 
from English teacher and students of seventh grade of SMP Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta. In validating the data, the researcher compared the data of 
observation, interview, and document.  After observing the process of teaching 
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English in the class, the researcher did cross-checking by the theories. 
Through that the variety of perspectives is expected to obtain valid results. 
 
F. Technique for Analyzing Data 
 The data in this research is analyzed by using interactive model of 
data analysis including collecting the data, reducing the data, presenting the 
data and also drawing conclusion (Sutopo, 2002: 95) 
1. Collecting the data 
  Sutopo (2001: 10) states that data in qualitative research may come 
from document, archives, interview, observation, and so on. In this 
research, the researcher collected the data from interview, observation, 
document and questionnaire result. 
2. Reducing the data 
 Not all of the discovered data of the research are important. It means 
that the important information must be taken and the unimportant one 
must be ignored. According to Miles and Huberman (1992: 16), data 
reduction can be interpreted as the process of selection, simplification, and 
transformation of the data to the field notes. In the process of data 
reduction, the researcher selected, focused, and simplifies the data. In this 
case, researcher reduced the information from the research activities if the 
data were unimportant or did not support the data the researcher needed. 
3. Presenting the data 
 Presenting the data means describing the data form of description or 
narration. This technique is used in arranging the information, description 
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or narration to draw the conclusion of presenting important data which led 
conclusion. Each of those important data arranged in the research findings 
was followed or completed by a code which refereed to the serial number 
of filed note and then followed by the number of event or sequence in it. 
4. Drawing conclusion and verification 
  The last step is drawing conclusion. In this research, the conclusion is 
made continuously throughout the research for each of subtopic in the 
research findings. Conclusion drawing involves moving back to consider 
what the analyzed data mean and assess whether the data findings the 
objectives of the study. At this stage, the data that has been analyzed were 
read and re-read to develop the conclusions regarding the study. The 
conclusion, then were verified by revisiting the data as many time as 
necessary, verification was also enhanced by conducting peer checking 
and consultation with the supervisors. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In this chapter, the researcher is going to explain the result of research that 
has been done in SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. The report is divided in two parts, 
they research findings and discussions. The research findings report the facts are 
faced by the researcher and discussion represent the theories from the expert 
compared with the fact in the field. 
A. Research Finding 
 The research findings present and discuss the answer of the research 
problems. The findings are 1) description of students’ strategies in speaking 
class, 2) the students’ speaking problems, and 3) the students’ solution of 
speaking problems in special programs at seventh grade of SMP Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta.  
1. Description of Students’ Learning Strategies in Speaking Class 
a. The Profile of Subjects 
  Before analysing the learning strategies in speaking class, the 
researcher described the profile of research subjects. There are three 
subjects in the research; Subject 1,  Subject 2, and and Subject 3. It can be 
seen in the following table. 
 SUBJECT  1 SUBJECT 2 SUBJECT 3 
Competence of  
Speaking 
High Middle Low 
Place and Date of 
Birth 
Solo, April 21, 2004 Bantul, June 29, 
2004 
Yogyakarta, 
November 29, 2004 
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Education Details  Harvard 
Kennedy 
Kindergarten of 
USA 
 Harvard 
Kennedy 
Elementary 
School of USA 
 TK Al-Islam 
Surakarta  
 
 SD Al-Islam 
Surakarta 
 TK Al Amien 
 SD N Tegalrejo 
3 
Family Socio-
Economic 
Background 
High Middle Middle to lower 
Number of Siblings One sister Three sisters One brother 
Father’s  Job Sailor Teacher Farmer 
Mother’s Job Teacher Teacher  Housewife 
Parents’ Facility  Private English 
course 
 An excellent 
place, tool and 
time to 
minimize 
barriers that can 
block the his 
learning process 
 Private English 
course 
 
 There is no 
private English 
course 
 
Personality  Active 
 Diligent 
 Confident 
 Active 
 Discipline 
 Confident 
 Active 
 Not confident 
Table 4.1 Profile of subject 
   Based on the table above it can be decribed as the following; 
1) Subject 1  
Subject 1 (S1) is one of student who has a high level in speaking 
class. He was born in Solo, April 21, 2004. Before studying at SMP 
Al-Islam Surakarta, he studied at Harvard Kennedy Kindergarten and 
Harvard Kennedy Elementary School of USA. Therefore, he has good 
skill in english especially in speaking class. He often uses English as 
daily conversation to his mother. Besides, he also ever became the 
winner of speech competition in Harvad Kennedy of USA.   
Subject 1 (S1) lives in the family who has good socio-economic 
background. His father is a sailor and his mother is a teacher and he 
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has a sister. Therefore he gets excellent facilities to support learning 
activities. His parents really care about education for their children, 
they give him opportunity to follow private English course. His 
Parents also provide him with an excellent place, tool and time to learn 
by minimizing barriers that can block the his learning process. He is 
not also burdened with other works at home, therefore he is only 
focuses on learning activity.  
Subject 1 has good public speaking skills because he can learn 
optimally without being burdened with other jobs. He has a high verbal 
ability will be able to create and identify problem-solving alternatives 
that are able to select and determine material that can make him easier. 
He often read english book, article and narrative text, if he find 
unfamiliar word, he will underline the word to prepare his presentation 
in the class. It means he made a general but comperensive preview of 
the organizing consept or principle in antipated learning activity. He 
usually reviews the dialog that has been written before the he relates 
the previos material to the new material. It means he decides in 
advance to attend in general to a learning task and ignore irrelevant 
activity. 
 Subject 1 preparation and wrote the main point of topic that he 
wants to present. It means he did planning for and rehearsing linguistic 
components necessary to carry out the upcoming language task. He 
usually  listens carefully to the friends’ presentation then he helps them 
to correct the pronounciation and grammar. It means he corects one’s 
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speach for accuracy in pronounciation, grammar, vocabularry, or for 
appropriateness realated to the setting or to the people who are present. 
2) Subject 2 
Subject 2 (S2) is one of student who has a middle level in 
speaking class. He was born in Bantul, June 29, 2004. Before studying 
at SMP Al-Islam Surakarta, he studied at TK Al-Islam Surakarta and 
SD Al-Islam Surakarta. Therefore, he can adapt with the area of school 
easily. He has three sisters. Both his father and his mother are teacher. 
His parents have good socio-economic background therefore he gets 
good facilities to support learning activities. But sometimes he gets the 
burden of other jobs, for example, helping parents’ work at home, such 
as washing plates and sometimes keeping  his two young sisters. 
 Subject 2 (S2) lives in a discipline family, his parents have 
taught him how to manage time well. When there is a school 
assignment, he immediately works with his classmates, and if he gets 
difficulty in the process of learning, he will ask his mother or father to 
teach him. He also still follows private English course to increase his 
ability. Subject 2 has a level of competence that is in the ability of 
public speaking. Subject 2 is also very fast interact with the 
environment at school. When he find a difficult word, he will ask to 
his friends or his teacher soon. 
Subject 2 makes a general but comperensive preview of the 
organizing consept or principle in antipated learning activity. He 
relates to the next material. It means he decides in advance to attend in 
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general to a learning task and ignore irrelevant activity. He chooses the 
silent place to memory or learn more the material, sometimes he also 
closed his ears to help them understanding the example of narrative 
text. Subject 2 uses english to comunicate in the class as applying 
English Full Day school program. It means he did imitation or 
repetition a language model, including overt practice and silent 
rehearsel. He more understands if his teacher delivers material using 
ilustration or short video. It means he relates new information to visual 
consept in memory, via familiar, easily retrievable, visualization, 
phrases, or locational. 
3) Subject 3 
Subject 3 (S3) is one of student who has a low level in speaking 
class. He was born in Yogyakarta, November 29, 2004. Before 
studying at SMP Al-Islam Surakarta, he studied at TK Al Amien and 
SD N Tegalrejo 3. He comes from middle to lower family and he has a 
brother. His father is a farmer and his mother is a housewife. 
Therefore, he does not get supporting facilities of learning optimally. 
From this socio-economic condition, it gives effect on parents’ caring 
to children, for example, parents rarely ask about his learning 
outcomes and tend to allow him to learn or not. 
Subject 3 (S3) often gets difficulty in the process of learning 
english because he is unconfident with the ability that he has. He also 
does not follow English course or English private course, therefore he 
always asks his friend to help him.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
 Based on the description in chapter IV, it can be concluded that the learning 
strategies used by student high, middle and low in speaking class at special program of 
SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta are Metacognitive and Cognitive strategies. The high students 
use Metacognitive strategies that are divided into Advance Organizers, Directed 
Attention, Functional Planning, Selective Attention, Self-Management, Self-Monitoring, 
and Self-Evaluation strategies. and students also use Cognitive strategies that is divided 
into Repetition, Grouping, Deduction, Imagery, Recombination, Keyword, Transfer, and 
Inferencing. The middle students use Metacognitive strategie  that are divided into 
Advance Organizers, Directed Attention, Functional Planning, Self-Management, Self-
Monitoring and they also use Cognitive strategies that are divided into Repetition, 
Grouping, Imagery, Recombination, Keyword, and Inferencing. The low students use 
Metacognitive that is divided into Advance Organizers and Self-Monitoring and the 
students also use Cognitive strategies in the form of Resourcing Translation 
 Based on the result of observation and interview, the students’ problem in 
speaking class at special program of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta are difference of 
pronunciation, fear of mistake, feeling of shyness, anxiety of grammar, and lack of 
motivation.  
 Based on the result of observation and interview that students’ solution in 
speaking class at special program of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta are doing repetition, 
making english club, watching western movie, using youtube, growing motivation, 
talking to native speaker and translating song. 
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B. Suggestion 
 Based on the conclusion above, some suggestions are addressed to the teacher and 
students at the seventh grade of SMP Al Islam 1 Surakarta 
1. For The Teacher 
a. The teacher should keep motivating the students in learning English. 
b. The teacher should keep the various strategies in learning english espcially in 
speaking class, to make easy the material, such as using game or maximize you tube 
c. The teacher can give prize if any students can do the best in their presentation and/ or 
get good score. 
d. The teacher can vary the teaching material, in order to that the students are more 
attracted toward the English lesson. 
2. For The Students 
a. The students should keep the various strategies in learning english espcially in speaking 
class, to make easy the material, such as using game or maximize you tube 
b. The students should practice english everyday by doing repetition 
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Subject 3 Subject 3 is belong to a low level student. He has low 
public speaking skills because he has other jobs that burdens his 
learning, therefore cannot learn optimally. He often gets difficulty to 
solvie his problems in English. He writes his idea then translates to 
English. It helps him to share his idea. Furthermore, it means he uses 
the first language as base for understanding and /or  producing the 
second language. He needs a friend to correct his pronounciation 
because he is not confident with his ability. If he gets a task for 
example descriptive text, he will prefer describing the place that he has 
visited into descriptive text, therefore he is able to present in front of 
class fluently. It means the relates new information to others consepts 
in memory. 
b. Students’ Learning Strategies in Speaking Class 
  Based on the data from observation that related to the learning 
strategies used by student high, middle and low in speaking class at special 
program of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta, it can be identified that there are 
two strategies that is used by the students in the speaking class. The first is 
Metacognitive strategy that is divided into Advance Organizers, Directed 
Attention, Functional Planning, Selective Attention, Self-Management, 
Self-Monitoring, and Self-Evaluation. The second is Cognitive strategies 
that is divided into Resourcing Translation, Repetition, Grouping, 
Deduction, Imagery, Recombination, Keyword, Transfer, and Inferencing.  
  The various strategies used by students can be seen  in the 
folllowing table; 
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 S1 S2 S3 
Advance Organizers √ √ √ 
Directed Attention √ √ - 
Functional Planning  √ √ - 
Selective Attention  √ - - 
Self-Management - √ - 
Self-Monitoring √ √ - 
Self-Evaluation √ √ √ 
C
O
G
N
IT
IV
E
 
Resourcing translation  - √ √ 
Repetition √  √ - 
Grouping √ √ - 
Deducation √ - - 
Imagery √ √ - 
Recombination √ - - 
Elaboration √ √ - 
Transfer √ - - 
Inferencing √ - - 
Table 4.2 Learning strategies used by subject 
Note:  
√          =  The strategies applied by the student 
-       =  The strategies that were not applied by the student 
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S1  =  Student who has a high level in speaking 
S2  =  Student who has a middle level in speaking 
S3  =  Student who has a low level in speaking 
 
 Besides did observation, the researcher also did interview to three 
students including high, middle and low level students in speaking class. It 
conducted by researcher to cross-check data and to get valid data. Based on 
the data from interview that related to the learning strategies used by student 
high, middle and low in speaking class at special program of SMP Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta, it can be identified there are two strategies that is used by the 
students in the speaking class. Each student used those strategies in the 
speaking class depends on his/ her level in speaking class. The various 
strategies used by students can be seen  in the folllowing table 
 
M
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 S1 S2 S3  
Advance Organizers √ √ √ 
Directed Attention √ √ - 
Functional Planning  √ √ - 
Selective Attention  √ - - 
Self-Management √ √ - 
Self-Monitoring √ √ - 
Self-Evaluation - - √ 
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Resourcing Translation  - - √ 
Repetition √ √  
Grouping √ √ - 
Deducation √ - - 
Keyword √ - - 
Imagery √ √ - 
Recombination √ - - 
Elaboration √ √ - 
Transfer √ - - 
Inferencing √ - - 
Table 4.3 Learning strategies used by students 
Note:  
√          = The strategies applied by the student 
-       = The strategies that were not applied by the student 
S1  = Student who has a high level in speaking 
S2  = Student who has a middle level in speaking 
S3  = Student who has a low level in speaking 
 Based on the table 4.1 and 4.2 above, it can be seen that there are 
differences strategy used by students in speaking class. Each Subject uses 
various strategies in the speaking class depends on his/ her level in speaking 
class.  Subject 1 uses Metacognitive and Cognitive strategy. The Metacognive 
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consists Advance Organizers, Directed Attention, Functional Planning, 
Selective Attention, Self-Monitoring, and Self-Evaluation. 
 The first strategy is Advance Organizer. The description of the 
strategy is making a general but comperensive preview of the organizing 
concept or principle in antipated learning activity. For example, Subject 1 
retells about narrative text using the reference framework that he had. 
Therefore he can write his experience or story easily into narrative text. 
Besides, Subject 1 said that he often reads English book, article and narrative 
text, if the he finds unfamiliar words therefore the he underlines the words to 
prepare his presentation in the class. It means that makes a general but 
comperensive preview of the organizing consept in antipated 
 The second strategy is Directed Attention. The description of the 
strategy is deciding in advance to attend in general to learn task and to ignore 
irrelevant distracters. For example, Subject 1 describes the new material 
(grammar in descriptive text) by connecting it through one aspect of 
knowledge that has been explained in previous meeting. He perfoms in front 
of class to explain the relationship between the new material and the previous 
material. Besides, Subject 1 said that he usually reviews the dialog that has 
been written before relating the previos material to the new material. It means 
that he decides in advance to attend in general in learning task. 
 The third strategy is Functional Planning. The description of the 
strategy is planning for and rehearsing linguistic components necessary to 
carry out the upcoming language task. For example, Subject 1 has prepared 
the material and practiced speaking before begining class. He always prepares 
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the material at home therefore he only reviews the material with teacher in  
the class. Besides, Subject 1 said that he did preparation and wrote the main 
point of topic that he wanted to present before doing presentation. It means 
that he did planning to carry out the upcoming language task.  
 The fourth strategy is Selective Attention. The description of the 
strategy is deciding in advance to attend specific aspect of language input of 
situational details that will cue retention of language input. For example, 
Subject 1 chooses the easy or the familiar topic to make the example of 
narrative and decriptive text. He is really confident, because he understands 
the topic and even he ever did the topic. Therefore he can share his idea into 
text and presents it in front of class clearly. Besides, Subject 1 said that he 
listens carefully to the friends’ presentation then he helps them to correct the 
pronounciation and grammar. It means that he corrects one’s speach for 
accuracy in pronunciation, grammar, vocabularry, or for appropriateness 
realated to the setting or to the people who are present. 
 The fifth strategy is Self-Monitoring. The description of the strategy 
is correcting one’s speech for accuracy in pronunciation, grammar, 
vocabularry, or for appropriateness related to the setting or to the people who 
are present. For example, Subject 1 pays attention to the friends’ presentation 
then he gives them the right pronounciation and grammar. He often does the 
activity to help and corect friends, especially for low level student.  
 The sixth strategy is Self-Evaluation.  The description of the strategy 
is checking the outcomes of one’s own language against an internal measure 
of completness and accuracy. For example, Subject 1 often watches movie 
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that he likes then he repeats some conversations in the movie. He checks 
whether his pronunciatiaon is same with native speaker or not.  
 Besides the strategies above, the Subject 1 also uses Cognitive 
strategy that is devided to Repitition, Grouping, Deduction, Imagery, 
Recombination, Elaboration, Transfer, and Inferencing strategy. The first 
strategy Reptition. The description of the strategy is imitatating a language 
model, including overt practice and silent rehearsel. For example, Subject 1 
habituates to use English in the class, especially in the English class. He still 
tries to use english in the class although his friend gives feedback in 
indonesia language. Besides, Subject 1 said that he habituates to use English 
in the class as applying school’s program. It means that he did repetition a 
language modela and including overt practice  
 The second strategy is Grouping. The description of the strategy is 
reordering or recllasifying, and perhaps labeling the material to be learned 
based on common atributes. For example, Subject 1 makes a community 
such as a mini grub to apply and develop his speaking skill. This grup 
consists 4-6 students. He and his friend can share everything that they want 
in this group. Besides, Subject 1 said that he has a group as media to apply 
English both inside and outside class. This strategy is as the way to practice 
and improve his speaking in English. It means that he reclassifys and 
perhaps labels the material to be learned based on common atributes.  
 The third strategy is Deduction. The description of the strategy is 
consciously applying rules to produce or understand the second language.  
For example, Subject 1 takes the time to learn the rules of language 
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(grammar) such as grammar in descriptive and narrative text. He pays 
attention to the sentence patterns and learns how the elements of the sentence 
are arranged and he tried to compose new sentences to express his intentions. 
 The fourth strategy is Imagery. The description of the strategy is 
relating new information to visual consept in memory, via familiar, easily 
retrievable, visualization, phrases, or locations. For example, Subject 1 writes 
his experience into recount text. He recollects his beautiful or bad moment 
then he arranges it into text and presents it to teacher and friends. Besides, 
Subject 1 said that he recollects some legends from Indonesia then he rewrites 
it into narrative text. It means that he relates new information to visual 
consept in memory, via familiar, easily retrievable, visualization, phrases, or 
locations. 
 The fifth strategy is Keyword. The description of the strategy is 
remembering a new word in the second language by identifying familiar 
word in the first language that sounds like or othersise resembles the new 
word and generating easily recalled images of some relationship between a 
new word and a familiar word. For example, Subject 1 said that he focuses 
on the keyword when he was reading a long text and he also uses the 
keyword to explain his idea in front of class.   
 The sixth strategy is Recombination. The description of the strategy 
is constructing a meaningful sentence or larger language sequence by 
combining known elements in a new way. For example he is active in the 
class, if the teacher gives opportunity to ask the material, Subject 1 uses 
Youtube as the other resources. This strategy is really fun because he can 
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choose topic that he wants and needs. Besides, Subject 1 said that he often 
watches western movie without subtitle as the recombination the material, if 
the he finds unfamiliar words so he writes the words and finds them in the 
dictionary. It means that he constructs a meaningful  sentence by combining 
known elements in a new way.  
 The seventh strategy is Elaboration. The description of the strategy is 
It relating new informatiom to others consepts in memory. For example, 
Subject 1 said he prefers decribing the place that has been visited by the 
student and wrote it into descriptive text answer. 
 The eighth strategy is Transfer. The description of the strategy is 
using perviously acquired linguistic and/ or conseptual knowledge to 
facilitate a new language learning task. For example, Subject 1 has learned 
English with native speaker directly. Besides, Subject 1 said that he has 
learned English since he was child because he graduated from Harvad 
Kenedy Elementary School of USA. It means he uses perviously acquired 
conseptual knowledge to facilitate a new language learning task. 
 The last strategy is Inferencing. The description of the strategy is 
using available information to gues meaning of new items, predicts 
outcomes, or fills in mising information. For example, Subject 1 makes 
some conclusions from friend’s presentation by his own word. He listens 
carefully to friend’s presentation and therefore he can understand the main 
point from prsesentation. Besides, he said that he makes some conclusions 
from friend’s presentation by his own word. It means he uses available 
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information to gues meaning of new items and predicts outcomes in mising 
information. 
 Subejct 2 also uses Metacogcognitive and Cognitive strategy, but 
his acivities are different. The Metacognitive consists Advance Organizers, 
Directed Attention, Functional Planning, Selective Attention Self-
Managemnet, Self-Monitoring, and Self-Evaluation. The first strategy is 
Advance Organizers. The description of the strategy is making a general but 
comprehensive preview of organizing principle in antipated learning 
activity. For example, Subject 2 often reads English book especially daily 
conversation to help him improving his speaking skill. Besides, Subject 2 
said that he often reads grammar and conversation book as media to add his 
vocabularies and knowledge. It means he  makes a general but 
comperensive preview of the organizing consept or principle in antipated 
learning activity.  
The second strategy is Directed Attention. The description of the 
strategy is deciding in advance to attend in general learn task and ignore 
irrelevant activity. For example, Subject 2 often reviews the material or 
topic that has been explained by teacher therefore he can relate the previous 
topic to the next topic. Besides, he said that he likes to review the topic that 
has been explained by teacher, then, he relates it to the next material. It used 
by him to make easy in understanding the material. It means that he decides 
in advance to attend in general to a learning task and ignore irrelevant 
activity. 
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The third strategy is Functional Planning. The description of the 
strategy is planning and rehearsing linguistic components necessary to carry 
out the upcoming language task. For example, Subject 2 always prepares the 
material before presenting to the teacher. He writes the main points from 
topic to help him doing presentation in front class. Besides, he said that he 
writes the main points and practices at night before presenting the material. 
This strategy is used by him to make material become more simple, 
therefore he can learn and undertand the material easier. It means he did 
planning for and rehearsing linguistic components necessary to carry out the 
upcoming language task. 
The fourth strtegy is Self-Management. The description of the 
strategy is understanding conditions that help one learning and arranging for 
the presence of those conditions. For example, Subject 2 chooses the silent 
place to memory or learns more the material. Sometimes he also closed his 
ears to help him understanding the example of narrative text. Besides, he 
said that he chooses the silent place to memory or learn more the material, 
sometimes the student also closed ears to help the student understanding the 
example of narrative text. It means the student understands the condition 
that helps student in learning and arranging for the presence of those 
condition. 
 The fifth strategy is Self-Monitoring. The description of the strategy 
is correcting one’s speach for accuracy in pronounciation or for 
appropriateness related to the setting or to the people who are present. For 
example, Subject 2 pays attention to the friends’ presentation especially to 
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low level students then he gave them the right pronounciation. Besides, he 
said that he listens friend’s presentation carefully if his friends get 
something wrong in the pronounciation therefore he helps them to correct it. 
It means he corrects one’s speach for accuracy in pronounciation, grammar, 
vocabularry, or for appropriateness realated to the setting or to the people 
who are present. 
 The sixth strategy is Self-Evaluation. The description of the strategy 
is checking the outcomes of one’s own language learning agains an internal 
measure of completeness and accuracy. For example, Subject 2 always 
opens dictionary to recheck the pronunciation whether it is right or wrong. 
Therefore it is the way to check and evaluate his pronunciation in order to 
be appropriate with native speaker.  
 Besides the strategies above, the Subject 2 also uses Cognitive 
strategy that consists Resourching Translation, Repitition, Grouping, 
Imagery, Recombinatio,  Keyword, and Elaboration strategy. The first 
Cognitive strategy is Resourching translation. The description of the 
strategy is using target language references material. For example, 
sometimes Subject 2 writes the example of descriptive text in Indonesia 
language then he changes the text into English. This activity helps him to 
share his idea into descriptive text therefore he is able to presents the text in 
front of class easier. From the explanation above, it means that he uses the 
first language as base for understanding and/ or  producing the second 
language.  
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 The second strategy is Repitition. The description of the strategy is 
imitatating a language model, including overt practice and silent rehearsel. 
For example, Subject 2 often habituates to speak English in the class but 
sometimes he also uses bilingual. He tries to speak English to the high 
student level in order to make him using English consistently. Besides, he 
said that he uses English to comunicate in the class as applying English Full 
Day school’s program. It means that he did imitation or repetition a 
language model, including overt practice and silent rehearsel. 
 The third strategy is Grouping. The description of the strategy is 
reordering or recllasifying, and perhaps labeling the material to be learned 
based on common atributes. For example, Subject 2 has a community such 
as an English club to apply and develop his speaking skill. This group 
consist 4-6 students. This strategy can help him to speak English clearly and 
fluently because they can help each other and complete each other. Besides, 
he said that he has English Club as media to discuss the English material. 
The group is also as media to practice and evaluate English. It means that he 
reorders and labels the material to be learned based on common atributes.  
 The fourth is Imagery strategy. The description of the strategy is 
relating new information to visual consept in memory, via familiar, easily 
retrievable, visualization, phrases, or locations. For example, Subject 2 
recollects some legends from Indonesia and rewrites it into narrative text. 
For example, he said that he more understands if the teacher delivers 
material using ilustration or short video.  It means the student relates new 
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information to visual consept in memory, via familiar, easily retrievable, 
visualization, phrases, or locational 
 The fifth startegy is Keyword. For example, he said that he writes 
the main points the material before presenting the task. This strategy is 
always used by him to help in understanding the material. It means that he 
tries to remember a new word in  the second language by identifying 
gamiliar wod in the first languge that sounds like or othersise resembles the 
new word and generating easily recalled images of some relationship 
between the new word and the familiar word. 
 The sixth strategy is Elaboration. The description of the strategy is 
relating new informatiom to others consepts in memory. For example, 
Subject 2 reports his work such as narrative text and recount text orally. 
Besides, he also asks some questions to friend’s presentation. Besides, he 
said that he prefers to describe the place that he has visited into descriptive 
text, so he can present in front of class fluently. It means that he relates new 
informatiom to others consepts in memory. 
 Subject 3 as the low level students also uses Metacogcognitive and 
Cognitive strategy, but his acivities also are different. The Metacognitive 
consists Advance Organizers and Self-Evaluation. The first Metacognitive 
strategy is Advance Organizers. The description of the strategy is making a 
general but comperensive preview of the organizing concept or principle in 
antipated learning activity. For example, Subject 3 reads a few story is and 
write it into narrative text using the reference framework that he has. 
Besides, Subject 3 said that he cannot memory English structure such as 
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tenses but he can understand the meaning of short conversation. It means he 
makes a general but comperensive preview of the organizing consept or 
principle in antipated learning activity.  
 The second strategy is Self-Evaluation. The description of the 
strategy is checking the outcomes of one’s own language learning agains an 
internal measure of completeness and accuracy. For example, Subject 3 asks 
to one of his friends to check his pronunciation and grammar is right or not. 
He cannot work by himself because he is not confident with the ability that 
he has. Besides, he said that he needs friend to correct his pronounciation 
because he is not confident with his ability. He  is not confident with his 
skill therefore he cannot learned english by hisselves 
 Besides using the Metacognitive strategy, Subject 3 also uses 
Cognitive strategies. The Cognitive strategy is Resourcing Translation 
strategy. The description of the strategy is using target language references 
material. For example, if the Subject 3 gets task to write text or 
conversation, he always writes it into Indonesia language then he changes 
the text into English. He cannot show his idea using English directly 
therefore this activity helps him to share his idea into text. From the 
description above, it means he uses the first language as base for 
understanding and /or  producing the second language. Besides, Subject 3 
said that he writes his idea indonesia language, then he translates to english. 
It helps student to share the idea. Furthermore, it means the he uses the first 
language as base for understanding and /or  producing the second language. 
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2. Students’ Speaking Problems 
  Based on the result of observation and interview, Each student have 
various problems in the speaking class, it depends on his/ her level in 
speaking class.  The problems face by students are fear of mistake, feeling 
of shyness, anxiety of grammar, difference of pronunciation, and lack of 
motivation  
 The first problem is fear of mistake, the problem often faced by 
students especially for Subject 3 as low level students. Subject 3 is afraid if 
he gets something wrong in pronunciation and grammar. Sometimes 
actually he understands what teacher says or what friend says but he is 
doubt and he is fear to speak in english. He afraid if he gets something 
wrong in the grammar or pronunciation. Therefore he seldom speaks in 
english or he choose to be quite to cover his weakness. This fear is linked to 
the issue of correction and negative evaluation. In addition, this is also much 
influenced by his fear of being laughed at by other students or being 
criticized by the teacher. As a result, students commonly stop participating 
in the speaking activity.  
  The second problem is feeling of shyness, the problem often faced 
by students especially for Subject 2 as middle and  Subject 3 as low level 
students. He is shy if he gets something wrong in speaking and he cannot 
speak english fluently. He thinks that his friends will deride him if he gets 
wrong in speaking. Therefore he prefers to chose Indonesia language to 
share his idea. Actualy, feeling of shyness is an emotional thing that many 
students suffer from at some time when they are required to speak in 
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English class. This indicates that shyness can be a source of problem in 
students’ learning activities in the classroom especially in the class of 
speaking. Therefore, paying attention on this aspect is also quite important 
in order to help the students do their best in their speaking performance in 
the classroom. 
 The third problem is anxiety of grammar, the problem often faced by 
students especially for Subject 2 as middle and  Subject 3 as low level 
students. They have an anxiety to memory English grammar especially 
applying 16 tenses (Simple Present Tense, Present Continous Tense, Present 
Perfect Tense, Presesent Perfect Continous Tense, etc) into sentence. It 
happens because English stucture and Indonesia structure is so different. 
Students are confused how to apply tenses in english because english 
stucture and indonesia structure is so different. Sentence in English is 
limited by time but in indonesia language there no limitation by time. 
Therefore students need a lot of time to speak in english because they still 
arrange the grammar in their brain. They arrange sentence into Indonesia 
first then change it to English. Therefore the anxiety stands out as one of the 
main blocking factors for effective language learning.  
 The fourth problem is difference of pronunciation, the problem is 
faced by  Subject 2 as middle and  Subject 3 as low level student. Students 
get difficulty in pronunciation because among written and spoken is diferent 
in english. Besides there are a lot of word in english that have similiar sound 
even same, but having different meaning. 
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 The last problem is lack of motivation, the problem often faced by 
Subject 3 as the low level student. He thougt that english is only subject in 
the class. He has not been realize the important of use english, therefore he 
does not have high motivation to learn english. Besides, he comes from 
middle to lower family therefore he does not get supporting facilities of 
learning optimally. From this socio-economic condition, it gives effect on 
parents’ caring to children, for example, parents rarely ask about his 
learning outcomes and tend to allow him to learn or not. 
3. The Students’ Solution of Speaking Problems 
Based on the data from observation and interview that related to 
students’ solution in speaking class at special program of SMP Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta, it can be identified there are various solution used by the students 
to solve their problems in the speaking class. The solution used by students 
are doing repetition, making english club, watching western movie, using 
youtube, growing motivation and visiting native speaker, and translating 
song. 
 The first solution is doing repetition. The students habituate to use 
English in the class inside and outside clsss. It is as media to practice and 
evaluate speaking directly. Therefore they did repetition a language model, 
including overt practice and silent rehearsel. Actually it is also part of 
school’s program in the certain day. They do practice English everyday both 
inside and outside class to master English. Although they get mistake in the 
conversation, they never stop the conversation. They still continue the 
conversation using English. So, they correct it in the next conversation.  
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This way really helps them to speak english fluently and clearly because 
they did repetition a language model, including overt practice and silent 
rehearsel.  
 The second solution is making club. Students have English Club as 
media to practice speaking. They make a community such as English club. 
This club can be used to discuss and share everything in English. So, they 
can apply and develop their speaking skill in this club. They can help each 
other and correct each other so they reordered or reclassifyed, and perhaps 
labeled the material to be learned based on common atributes. Actually it is 
also a part of applying school’s program. They can discuss the English 
material even they can everything that they like. Therefore, it is a place or a 
media to practice and evaluate their speaking skill because they reorder or 
reclassify the material to be learned based on common atributes. 
 
The third solution is watching western movie. The students watch 
western movie that use English subtitle. The activity is done in the break 
time and in the boarding school. It helps them to cross-check between 
spoken and writen.  
The fourth solution is using You Tube. Students usually watch You 
Tube to help the students in the process of learning. By watching You Tube 
students can choose everything that they like and need such as  how to 
British accent, how to be America accent and how to do speech well. It 
means the students construct a larger language sequence by combining 
known elements in a new way.  
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 The fifth solution is growing motivation. For example, students 
create and keep their motivation to learn English. In general, motivation is 
concerned with the factors that stimulate or inhibit the desire to engage in 
behavior. Motivation is very important to make them to like in learning 
English process therefore they enjoy the process of learning English. 
Therefore, students need methods to motivate theirselves in process learning 
both in and outside class. 
 The sixth solution is talking to native speakers. Students practice 
conversation by talking to native speaker in Keraton Solo Palace direclty. 
Sometimes, their teacher also invite natives speaker to have fun in the class. 
So, the activity really helps them to be more confident speaking in English. 
 The seventh solution is translating song. This strategy is used to 
entertain and give stimulus students in the process of learning English. They 
can play many popular songs in English. Then they repeat the song and 
translate it Indonesia. Therefore, besides they can refresh theirselves, they 
can increase both their spoken and written.   
 
B. Discusion 
 The result of observation describes that the high level  students use 
Metacognitive and Cognitive strategies. The Metaccognitive strategies consist 
Advance Organizers, Directed Attention, Functional Planning, Selective 
Attention, Self-Management, Self-Monitoring, and Self-Evaluation strategies. 
And the Cognitive strategies consist Repetition, Grouping, Deduction, 
Imagery, Recombination, Keyword, Transfer, and Inferencing. The result of 
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interview describes that the high level  students use metacognitive and 
cognitive strategies. The metaccognitive strategies consists Advance 
Organizers, Directed Attention, Functional Planning, Selective Attention and 
Self-Monitoring. And the cognitive strategies consist Repetition, Grouping, 
Deduction, Imagery, Recombination, Keyword, Transfer, and Inferencing 
 Futhermore based on the result of observation and interview above, 
the high students use Metacognitive strategies (Advance Organizers, Directed 
Attention, Functional Planning, Selective Attention, Self-Management, Self-
Monitoring, and Self-Evaluation strategies) and Cognitive strategies 
(Repetition, Grouping, Deduction, Imagery, Recombination, Keyword, 
Transfer, and Inferencing). 
 The middle students use Metacognitive (Advance Organizers and 
Self-Monitoring) and Cognitive strategies (Repetition, Grouping, Imagery, 
Recombination, Keyword, and Inferencing). The result of interview describes 
that the high level  students use Metacognitive (Advance Organizers, Directed 
Attention, Functional Planning, Selective Attention and Self-Monitoring) and 
Cognitive strategies (Repetition, Grouping, Deduction, Imagery, 
Recombination, Keyword, Transfer, and Inferencing) 
 Futhermore based on the result of observation and interview above, 
the middle students use Metacognitive (Advance Organizers, Directed 
Attention, Functional Planning, Self-Management, Self-Monitoring) and 
Cognitive strategies (Repetition, Grouping, Imagery, Recombination, 
Keyword, and Inferencing). 
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 The low students use Metacognitive (Advance Organizers and Self-
Monitoring) and Cognitive strategies (Resourcing Translation). The result of 
interview describes that the high level  students used Metacognitive (Advance 
Organizers and Self-Monitoring) and Cognitive strategies ( Resourcing 
Translation). Futhermore based on the result of observation and interview 
above the low students use Metacognitive (Advance Organizers and Self-
Monitoring) and Cognitive strategies (Resourcing Translation). 
 The result of observation also describes the students’ problems in 
speaking class. The problems faced by students are fear of mistake, feeling of 
shyness, anxiety of grammar, and lack of motivation. The result of interview 
describes the student’s problem are pronounciation, fear mistake and shyness. 
Futhermore based on the result of observation and interview above, the 
students’ problem in speaking class are pronunciation, fear of mistake, feeling 
of shyness, anxiety of grammar, and lack of motivation. based on the result of 
observation and interview above mistake, the students’ problems in speaking 
class are difference of pronunciation, fear of mistake, feeling of shyness and 
lack of motivation. 
 The result of observation describe that the students’ solution in 
speaking class are doing repetition, making english club, watching western 
movie and translating song. The result of interview describes students’ 
solution in speaking class are repetition, making english club, using youtube, 
growing motivation and talking to native speakers. Futhermore based on the 
result of observation and interview above students’ solution in speaking class 
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are repetition, making english club, watching western movie, using youtube, 
growing motivation and talking to native speakers and translating song.  
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Code  : FN/OBS/01 
Informant : Teacher and students 
Place  : VII A of SMP  Al- Islam 1 Surakarta 
Date  : Wednesday, April 17, 2017 
Time  : 08.20-09.40 
In the first observation, the researcher observed the learning process  in the 
class. The material was about descriptive text. After delivering the material the 
teacher asked students to present their work. There were several students who 
presented in front of class. They were really active to present their work because 
they had high and middle level in speaking class. They had a good strategy to 
arrange sentences in the form of descriptive text. They always practiced their 
speaking skill inside and outside class. They chose the easy and familiar topic to 
help them sharing their idea. Therefore they could speak English confindently, 
clearly, and fluently.  
But in other hand the students in the middle and low level got difficulties 
in speaking class.  Student in the middle level still confused about the words that 
they want to say when the teacher asked them to come forward to speak English. 
Although they could not speak English fluently but they still tried to speak 
English by looking dictionary. Furthermore, they fond the silent place such as 
they sit on the corner of classroom then they closed their ears. These strategies 
made them easy to share idea in English.  
The students in the low level chose to be silent and passive because they 
had many problems to make story or text. They showed their work to one of 
friend and they asked one to check their pronunciation is right or not. 
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Code  : FN/OBS/02 
Informant : Teacher and students 
Place  : VII A of SMP  Al- Islam 1 Surakarta 
Date  : Monday, April 22, 2017 
Time  : 08.20-09.40 
 In the second observation, the English teacher gave students task to find 
addtional information about descriptive text. Subject 1 as one of student in the 
high level, he focused with the material that teacher explained. he also wrote the 
teacher’s explanation. The student described the new material (grammar in 
descriptive text) by connecting it through one aspect of knowledge that has been 
explained in previous meeting 
  He paid attention to the friends’ presentation then they gave them the 
right pronounciation and grammar.When the teacher gave her a question, he 
answered clearly and correctly. He always finished the task faster than other 
friends. The teacher gave the students five minutes to memorize the text, but after 
the time was up Elhur became a volunteer first to present first. He could present 
well in front of the class. After his presentation the teacher instructed the students 
to use the drilling method to memorize the English vocabulary. 
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Code  : FN/OBS/03 
Informant : Teacher and students 
Place  : VII A of SMP  Al- Islam 1 Surakarta 
Date  : Saturday, April 28, 2017 
Time  : 08.20-09.40 
In the third observation, English teacher still explained about descriptive 
text. She showed them some pictures such as popular person, stuffs, and also 
animal susing LCD. Then, she devided students to some groups asked each group 
to present their result of discussion in front of classs. 
Futhermore, students in the middle level got opportunity to perform in 
front of class. Before presenting materials, the students searched information 
about descriptive text from dictionary, internet and book. Then they moved to the 
corner of the room to discussed the topic first for presentation in front of clas.  
The presentation was opened by Subject 2, it was continued by other members. 
They presented the text in the power point application. Therefore it helped 
students to deliver their ideas. When they got something wrong in the 
pronounciation, they checked in the online dictionary and the teacher. 
The next section the teacher played an English movie as the assignment. 
She asked to students to write the meaning in Bahasa. Although they did not know 
all of conversatios, but most of students could understand the meaning of the 
movies because they students looked the plot of movie.  
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Code  : FN/OBS/04 
Informant : Teacher and students 
Place  : VII A of SMP  Al- Islam 1 Surakarta 
Date  : Monday, April 30, 2017 
Time  : 08.20-09.40 
In the fourth observation, the English teacher delivered about “simple past 
tense”. She explained the use “simple past tense” and how the way to make 
sentence easily. She asked students to make a story or an experience in the paper. 
The students in the high and middle level chose writing an experience in their 
paper. They chose it to make easy finishing the task. They told about their holiday 
at some places. But students in the low level preferred writing story because they 
were unconfident with their vocabularies that they had. Therefore they read some 
of fiction and copied to their paper. Before presenting the story in front of class, 
they asked one of friend to listen carefully his story first to check the grammar 
and pronounciation is right or not.  
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                                                                  Field Note 
 
Code  : FN/OBS/02 
Informant :  Students 
Place  : VII A of SMP AL-Islam 1,Surakarta 
Date  : Monday, April 15 th 2017 
Time  : 8.20- 9.40 
The researcher come in SMP Al-Islam 1, Surakarta at 8.20 am. The researcher 
met English teacher in teachers’ office. English teacher asked me to follow her in VII 
A class. The researchers was observed with the students in VII A namely Subject 1, 
Subject 1 was students which get the good speaking in the class. In the activity of 
learning process he was a active students. Subject 1 was focused with the material that 
teacher explained, sometime wrote the explanation from the teacher. When the 
teacher gave her a question he was answered correctly. Subject 1 always finished the 
task faster than other friend. The first day the researcher in the class, the teacher give 
descriptive text about school, before  the presentation to the front of the class, the 
students are in love for five minutes to memorize the text, but after the time is up 
Subject 1 is very active, before the calling name one by one Subject 1 volunteer first 
to go first. Indeed this Subject 1 is very good in his conversation, and he has 
memorized vocabulary. His intonation and performance are also quite good, 
compared to his other friends after him.After the presentation the teacher instructed 
the students to use the drilling method to memorize the English vocabulary. 
Subject 1 has a high verbal ability will be able to create and identify problem-
solving alternatives that are able to select and determine material that can make 
subject 1 easier. Subject 1 often read english book, article and narrative text, if he find 
unfamiliar word he underline the word to prepare his presentation in the class. It 
means he made a general but comperensive preview of the organizing consept or 
principle in antipated learning activity. Subject 1 usually reviewing the dialog that has 
been written before the he relate the previos material to the new material. It means he 
decided in advance to attend in general to a learning task and ignore irrelevant 
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activity. Subject 1 preparation and wrote the main point of topic that he want to 
present. It means they did planning for and rehearsing linguistic components 
necessary to carry out the upcoming language task. Subject 1 listened carefully to the 
friends’ presentation then he help them to correct the pronounciation and grammar. It 
means they corrected one’s speach for accuracy in pronounciation, grammar, 
vocabularry, or for appropriateness realated to the setting or to the people who are 
present. 
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Field Note 
 
Code  : FN/OBS/03 
Informant :  Students 
Place  : VII A of SMP AL-Islam 1,Surakarta 
Date  : Thursday, April 16 th 2017 
Time  : 9.40-10.20 
The researcher come in SMP Al-Islam 1, Surakarta at 9.40 am. The 
researchers was observed with the students in VII A namely Subject 2, Subject 2 was 
students which get middle performance in speaking class. In the activity of learning 
process he was The researchers was observed with the students in VII A namely 
Subject 2, Subject 2 was students which get the middle performance speaking in the 
class. Then, the students find information about descriptive text from internet or 
books to find it. Then the teacher given five minutes for memorize, their result of 
discussion in front of class, from of group Subject 2 volunteer first for presentation in 
front of class. The students had to present the text in power point program, but when 
he was in order to present the presentation in front of the class, many vocabulary that 
has not memorized, so still read the english book. Therefore, sometimes ask for help 
from a teacher or friend to interpret the English vocabulary. The next lesson when 
English teacher  gave assignment about watched english movies, then the students in 
translate the vocabulary from english to indonesian, he was still open dictionaries and 
write audio sources. 
Subject 2 has a level of competence that is in the ability of public speaking. 
Subject 2 also helps homework with both parents, but can still manage the time to 
learn, in speaking English to a moderate level, Subject 2 is also very fast interact with 
the environment at school. Subject 2 when having difficulty can ask the student or his 
teacher. 
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Subject 2 made a general but comperensive preview of the organizing 
consept or principle in antipated learning activity. the he related to the next 
material. It means he decided in advance to attend in general to a learning task and 
ignore irrelevant activity. Subject 2 chose the silent place to memory or learn 
more the material, sometimes Subject 2 also closed his ears to help them 
understanding the example of narrative text. Subject 2 uses english to comunicate 
in the class as applying English Full Day school program. It means he did 
imitation or repetition a language model, including overt practice and silent 
rehearsel. Subject2 more understood if his teacher delivered material using 
ilustration or short video. it means he related new information to visual consept in 
memory, via familiar, easily retrievable, visualization, phrases, or locational. 
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Field Note 
 
Code  : FN/OBS/04 
Informant :  Students 
Place  : VII A of SMP AL-Islam 1,Surakarta 
Date  : Wednesday, May 17 th 2017 
Time  : 8.20- 9.40 
The researcher come in SMP Al-Islam 1, Surakarta at 8.20 am. The researcher 
met English teacher in teachers’ office. English teacher asked me to follow her in VII 
A class. The researchers was observed with the students in VII A namely Subject 3, 
Subject 3 was students which get the low  in speaking class.Based on the Third 
observation, on May 17 th 2017, English teacher talked about “Simple Past”. Then the 
teacher prepares the material. The researchers was observed with the students in VII 
A namely Subject 3 , Subject 3 was students which get the low performance speaking 
in the class The teacher was given task students,before task a give to the students the 
teacher give a example about simple past sentences, Then students are given ten 
minutes to make the story in the form of simple past, there is a theme in school, 
canteen or in the home environment. After that, the students are called one by one, 
when the presentation in front of the class. Subject 3 was still confusion and many 
vocabulary that have not remembering, because met an unfamiliar word, then he was 
encountered new words from reading books and then look up a dictionary to get the 
exact meaning.  
       Subject 3 Subject 3 has a low level of competence has low public speaking skills 
because can not learn to be financially burdened with other jobs. Subject 3 has 
difficulty in solving problems in english. Subject 3 wrote his idea then translate to 
english. It help him to share his idea. Furthermore, it means the use the first language 
as base for understanding and /or  producing the second language. needed friend to 
correct his pronounciation because he was unconfident with his ability. Subject 3 
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made a general but comperensive preview of the organizing consept or principle in 
antipated learning activity. Subject 3 preferred describing  the place that he has visited 
into descriptive text, so can present in front of class fluently. It means they relate new 
information to others consepts in memory. 
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Field Note 
 
Code  : FN/OBS/05 
Informant :  Students 
Place  : Islamic Boarding School Jamsaren 
Date  :Sunday,  May 22 th 2017 
Time  : 15.00-16.00 
This was the first time the researcher went to SMP Al-islam 1 Surakarta to give the 
observation leter. The researcher arrive in the school at 15.00 a.m. the researcher walked to 
the security room to got permission. The security asked the researcher to meet a teacher in 
administration room. In the administration room the researcher met with English teacher in 
this moment the researcher give and explained about observation letter. A teacher gave the 
permission to the researcher to conduct the research in the school. A teacher immediately 
asked the researcher to met with English teacher in boarding school SMP Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta. The researcher went to the teacher room and met with English teacher. The 
researcher introduced herself to her is very friendly and willing to the assist he researcher to 
conduct the research. The researcher asked to the English teacher about learning strategies 
speaking in boarding class in SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. English teacher expalined that there 
is different learning activity in learning English between boarding class and in the school. 
English teacher expalined that the students in boarding school class more understand and 
easy to each because they have base in English. English teacher also said that students in 
boarding class can speak English well compare the student in the school. After getting those 
information from her the researcher would conduct the observation in boarding school. After 
getting permission and data from English teacher  the researcher said thank and would do the 
research soon. 
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Field Note 
 
Code  : FN/OBS/06 
Informant :  Students 
Place  : Islamic Boarding School Jamsaren 
Date  :Tuesday, May 25 th 2017 
Time  : 15.30-16.30 
The researcher came in boarding school Jamsaren at 15.00 a.m. and formerly the researcher 
met with English teacher in SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. The researcher will do the research 
activity in learning process in the class. English teacher opened the lessson and started to teah 
with the material. the material that day is discussion or debate about healthy food. The 
students divided into several groups. Surprisingly, in this activity the students didn’t know 
about the material and they didn’t prepare anything about the material. They did it 
spontaneously. For example in vegetable/friut they can explain about the advantages about 
the fruit and the other group refutes the explaination about bad effects of fruit. The researcher 
found that when the students speak they use daily vocab and can mix well with the material. 
The material of the learning process is same. Although the class is little bit crowd but the 
learning process running smoothly. The VII A was finished at 16.30, the observation today 
was over. The researcher said thank you to English teacher for helps on this day. 
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Field Note 
 
Code  : FN/OBS/07 
Informant :  Students 
Place  : Islamic Boarding School Jamsaren 
Date  :Thursday, May 26 th 2017 
Time  : 15.30-16.30 
On Thursday, May 26 th 2017 the researcher conducted the observation in boarding school 
SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. For the first time the teacher met with the advisor of boarding 
school SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. The researcher asks about the learning activity on 
boarding school SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. A teacher explained that the learning process in 
boarding school is informal and the schedule is up to the leader of language department. A 
teacher also said that even though the students get English in both formal and informal class 
thay have their own way to learn about the material. He also said that the students in boarding 
school is realize that they are more special compared with in the school. In the second floor 
the researcher met with the leader of language department and explained to her about the 
research. After that the researcher asks his about  the learning process in boarding school 
SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. The students must memorize and make a sentences or dialogue 
about the vocabulary. After that they have one day to memorize in front of of the member of 
language department. The leader of the language department also said that the students in 
boarding school must use English in their daily activity, if they didn’t use it they have 
punishment. One of the punishment is collect ten vocabulary and give them to the language 
department. The researcher said thank you for the information and ask about the schedule of 
informal class in boarding school.  The leader language department said that the schedule is 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday after Maghrib. 
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Field Note 
 
Code  : FN/OBS/08 
Informant :  Students 
Place  : Islamic Boarding School Jamsaren 
Date  :Wednesday, May 28 th 2017 
Time  : 06.00 p.m 
On Wednesday, May 28 th 2017 the researcher observe the learning process in boarding 
school SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta. After Magrib, the leader of the language department in 
SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta gives five vocabularies to the students in boarding school and asks 
them to memorize. After pray some of the students make a group and discucc about the 
vocabulary, some of them back to their room. One of the students met with the leader of the 
language department and tries to memorize it in front of the leader. The reseracher observes 
that the students can memorize well. They can make about the vocabulary and can follow the 
dialogue that give by the language department. 
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                                                        Interview to Low Student 
Code  : Interview Students 
Informan : Subject 3 
Place  : Guest Room 
Time   : 10.30-11.00 
Date  : Sunday, 17 th2017 
 
Interviewer : Selamat siang dek? 
Interviewee : Selamat siang mbak? 
Interviewer     : Sebelumnya, minta maaf menganggu waktunya sebentar boleh? 
Interviewer : Boleh mbk 
Interviewer     : Terkait tentang pembelajaran bahasa inggris. Apakah adek suka   
 pelajaran bahasa inggris dek, dan alasanya kenapa? 
Interviewee  : Biasa aja mbk, karena harus menghafalkan grammar. 
Interviewer : Apa yang kamu lakukan untuk mendalami bahasa inggris? 
Interviewee : Saya orangnya kurang percaya diri ketika berbicra dalam bahasa inggris 
maka ketika menghafalkan harus ada teman yang bisa bantuin saya untuk 
membenarkan kata-kata atau pengucapan yang salah 
Interviewer : Selain itu apa lagi dek? 
Interviewee : Saya kadang-kadang membaca buku bahasa inggris tentang grammar, dan 
conversation,lalu saya tulis vocabnya dan menghafalkannya.  
Interviewer : Apakah ibu guru sering memberikan tugas presentasi? 
Inreviewee : Iya. 
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Interviewer : Biasa tema apa yang kamu pilih dek? 
Interv iewee : Saya ngikut teman mbak. 
Interviewer : Terus, bagaimana cara adik memperesentasikan tugas itu biar lancar? 
Interviewee : Saya menuliskan ide dalam bahasa indonesia terlebih dulu baru saya 
terjemahkan dalam bahasa inggris. 
Interviewer : Bagaimana cara adik agar materi yang disampaikan guru tidak lupa? 
Interviewee : Tanya ke teman mbk  
Interviewer : Ketika adik sudah selesai presentasi, apakah adik memperhatikan presentasi 
teman adik? 
Interviewee : Kadang iya kadang tidak mbk. 
Interviewer : Bagaimana strategi adik dalam menghafalkan materi atau kosa kata baru? 
Interviewee : Ya tadi lho mbk kan sudah saya jawab, saya menuliskan ide dalam bahasa 
indonesia terlebih dulu baru saya terjemahkan dalam bahasa inggris. 
Interviewer   : Ok dek, terimakasih infonya. Good luck ya. 
Interviewee   : Sama-sama mbak. 
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                                                            Interview to Middle Student 
Code  : Interview  Students 
Informan : Subject 2 
Place  : Guest Room 
Time   : 14.00-15.00 
Date  :Tuesday, 18 th2017 
 
Interviewer : Selamat siang dek? 
Interviewee : Selamat siang mbak? 
Interviewer     : Sebelumnya, minta maaf menganggu waktunya sebentar boleh? 
Interviewer : Tentu boleh sekali mbak? 
Interviewer     : Apakah suka pelajaran bahasa inggris dek, dan alasanya kenapa? 
Interviewee  : Suka mbak, karena gurunya asyik dan sangat menyenangkan. 
Interviewer : Apa yang kamu lakukan untuk mendalami bahasa inggris? 
Interviewee : Saya sering membaca buku grammar dan conversation lalu saya catat kata-    
kata yang belum saya ketahui 
Interviewer : Selain itu apa lagi dek? 
Interviewee : Apa ya mbk? Oiya, setiap hari di sekolah kita dibiasakan ngomong 
menggunakan bahasa ingris karena ada program english full day, jadi lama-
lama sudah terbiasa. Selain saya dan teman mempunyai english club, kami 
biasanya berlatih berhahasa inggris di  boarding school, walaupun percakapan 
sederhana itu cukup membantu. 
Interviewer     : Wow.. hebat kamu dek... Apa yang kamu sukai dari guru bahasa inggrismu 
  dek? 
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Interviewee : Yang saya suka dari guruku selain sabar, beliau mengugunakan metode yang 
interaktif, salah menggunakan ilustrasi atau video singkat. Jadi saya lebih 
mudah paham jika bu guru menyampaikan materi dengan menggunakan 
ilustrasi atau video singkat. 
Interviewer : Apakah ibu guru sering memberikan tugas presentasi? 
Inreviewee : Iya mbk, sering. 
Interviewer : Berarti banyak prakteknya ya dek. Biasa tema apa yang kamu pilih dek? 
Interv iewee : Ketika presentasi, misalnya presentasi membuat teks deskriptive saya 
menjelaskan tempat yang pernah saya kunjungi atau tempat yang menurut 
saya menarik. 
Interviewer : Terus, bagaimana cara adik memperesentasikan tugas itu biar lancar? 
Interviewee : Sebelum presentasi saya menulis ringkasan materi biar tidak lupa. Selain itu 
saya menulis poin- poin yang ingin saya katakan, lalu saya baca berulang-
ulang dimalam hari. 
Interviewer : Bagaimana cara adik agar materi yang disampaikan guru tidak lupa? 
Interviewee : Saya suka mereview topic yang sudah dijelaskan guru, dari materi itu lalu 
saya menghubungkan ke materi selanjutnya. 
Interviewer : Ketika adik sudah selesai presentasi, apakah adik memperhatikan presentasi 
teman adik? 
Interviewee : Iya mbk, saya mendengarkan teman yang presentasi dengan seksama, jika 
ada pengucapan yang salah saya membantunya membenarkan. 
Interviewer : Bagaimana strategi adik dalam menghafalkan materi atau kosa kata baru? 
Interviewee : Ketika saya menghafalkan materi di sekolah saya lebih cepat hafal kalau 
suasana tenang atau menghafal dengan suara keras sambil menutup kuping, 
untuk memudahkan menghafalkan  teks itu dalam suasana ramai. 
Interviewer   : Ok dek, terimakasih infonya. Good luck ya. 
Interviewee   : Sama-sama mbak. 
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Interview to High Student 
Code  : Interview of Student 
Informan : Subject 1 
Place  : Guest Room 
Time   : 10.00-10.30 
Date  : Sunday, 17 th2017 
 
Interviewer : Selamat pagi dek? 
Interviewee : Selamat pagi mbak? 
Interviewer     : Sebelumnya, minta maaf menganggu waktunya sebentar boleh? 
Interviewer : Boleh mbk 
Interviewer     : Terkait tentang pembelajaran bahasa inggris. Apakah adek suka   
 pelajaran bahasa inggris dek, dan alasanya kenapa? 
Interviewee  : Suka mbak, karena sangat menyenangkan. Saya belajar bahasa inggris sejak 
dini. Saya pernah belajar di SD Harvard Kenedy America. Jadi ketika belajar 
bahasa inggris di sekolah saya tinggal memperdalam pemahaman saja. 
Interviewer : Apa yang kamu lakukan untuk mendalami bahasa inggris? 
Interviewee : Saya sering membaca buku bahasa inggris, artikel, dan narative teks, kata 
yang asing saya garis bawahi sehingga saya punya bekal vocab untuk 
presentasi di kelas. Lalu kalau sedang latihan sama teman saya biasanya 
meriview topik dan dialog yang dibuat sebelumnya terus saya tinggal 
menghubungkan ke materi selanjutnya. Ketika bu guru menjelaskan pakai 
bahasa inggris dan saya tidak tahu artinya, maka saya nebak artinya dari 
kalimat sebelumnya, nah setelah itu membuka kamus teryata artinya tidak jauh 
dari tebakan saya. 
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Interviewer : Selain itu apa lagi dek? 
Interviewee : Selain itu, setiap di sekolah kita dibiasakan ngomong menggunakan bahasa 
ingris karena ada program english full day, jadi lama-lama sudah terbiasa. 
Selain saya sering melihat film barat yang tidak ada subtitle jika menemui kata 
yang unfamiliar saya tulis kata tersebut lalu saya cari di kamus.  
Interviewer : Apakah ibu guru sering memberikan tugas presentasi? 
Inreviewee : Iya, sering. 
Interviewer : Biasa tema apa yang kamu pilih dek? 
Interv iewee : Saya memilih topik yang gampang yang sekiranya muda saya hafalkan atau 
sudah sering dijelaskan oleh guru. Saya lebi suka memaparkan topik yang 
pernah saya alami contoh ketika membuat descriptive teks saya menjelaskan 
tempat yang pernah saya kun jungi untuk dideskripsikan. 
Interviewer : Terus, bagaimana cara adik memperesentasikan tugas itu biar lancar? 
Interviewee : Ya itu tadi mbk. Saya tentuin temanya sebelum membuat descriptive teks. 
Dari tema itu saya buat kerangkanya dan pilihan kata yang tepat setelah saya 
tulis saya baca berulang-ulang. Sebelum maju di depan kelas saya menulis 
pion-poin yang ingin saya katakan. 
Interviewer : Bagaimana cara adik agar materi yang disampaikan guru tidak lupa? 
Interviewee : Ketika diberi vocab baru, saya sebisa mungkin untuk menghafalkan dan 
mencoba untuk menerapkan di kehidupan sehari-hari, praktek berbahasa 
inggris di boarding school. . 
Interviewer : Ketika adik sudah selesai presentasi, apakah adik memperhatikan presentasi 
teman adik? 
Interviewee : Iya mbk, saya mendengarkan teman yang presentasi dengan seksama, jika 
ada pengucapan yang salah saya membantunya membenarkan pengucapannya 
dan grammarnya. 
Interviewer : Bagaimana strategi adik dalam menghafalkan materi atau kosa kata baru? 
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Interviewee : Ketika saya menghafalkan materi di sekolah saya lebih cepat hafal kalau 
suasana tenang atau menghafal dengan suara keras sambil menutup kuping, 
untuk memudahkan menghafalkan  teks itu dalam suasana ramai. 
Interviewer   : Ok dek, terimakasih infonya. Good luck ya. 
Interviewee   : Sama-sama mbak. 
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 Interview to Middle Student 
Code  : Interview  of Student 
Informan : Subject 2 
Place  : Guest Room 
Time   : 14.00-15.00 
Date  :Tuesday, 18 th2017 
 
Interviewer : Selamat siang dek? 
Interviewee : Selamat siang mbak? 
Interviewer     : Sebelumnya, minta maaf menganggu waktunya sebentar boleh? 
Interviewer : Tentu boleh sekali mbak? 
Interviewer : Sebelumnya, boleh tau namanya siapa? 
Interviewee : Nama saya Muhammad Annys mbak, panggilan nya Annys. 
Interviewer     : Apakah suka pelajaran bahasa inggris dek, dan alasanya kenapa? 
Interviewee  : Suka mbak, karena gurunya asyik dan sangat menyenangkan. 
Interviewer : Apa yang kamu lakukan untuk mendalami bahasa inggris? 
Interviewee : Saya sering membaca buku grammar dan conversation lalu saya catat kata-    
kata yang belum saya ketahui 
Interviewer : Selain itu apa lagi dek? 
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Interviewee : Apa ya mbk? Oiya, setiap hari di sekolah kita dibiasakan ngomong 
menggunakan bahasa ingris karena ada program english full day, jadi lama-
lama sudah terbiasa. Selain saya dan teman mempunyai english club, kami 
biasanya berlatih berhahasa inggris di  boarding school, walaupun percakapan 
sederhana itu cukup membantu. 
Interviewer     : Wow.. hebat kamu dek... Apa yang kamu sukai dari guru bahasa inggrismu 
  dek? 
Interviewee : Yang saya suka dari guruku selain sabar, beliau mengugunakan metode yang 
interaktif, salah menggunakan ilustrasi atau video singkat. Jadi saya lebih 
mudah paham jika bu guru menyampaikan materi dengan menggunakan 
ilustrasi atau video singkat. 
Interviewer : Apakah ibu guru sering memberikan tugas presentasi? 
Inreviewee : Iya mbk, sering. 
Interviewer : Berarti banyak prakteknya ya dek. Biasa tema apa yang kamu pilih dek? 
Interv iewee : Ketika presentasi, misalnya presentasi membuat teks deskriptive saya 
menjelaskan tempat yang pernah saya kunjungi atau tempat yang menurut 
saya menarik. 
Interviewer : Terus, bagaimana cara adik memperesentasikan tugas itu biar lancar? 
Interviewee : Sebelum presentasi saya menulis ringkasan materi biar tidak lupa. Selain itu 
saya menulis poin- poin yang ingin saya katakan, lalu saya baca berulang-
ulang dimalam hari. 
Interviewer : Bagaimana cara adik agar materi yang disampaikan guru tidak lupa? 
Interviewee : Saya suka mereview topic yang sudah dijelaskan guru, dari materi itu lalu 
saya menghubungkan ke materi selanjutnya. 
Interviewer : Ketika adik sudah selesai presentasi, apakah adik memperhatikan presentasi 
teman adik? 
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Interviewee : Iya mbk, saya mendengarkan teman yang presentasi dengan seksama, jika 
ada pengucapan yang salah saya membantunya membenarkan. 
Interviewer : Bagaimana strategi adik dalam menghafalkan materi atau kosa kata baru? 
Interviewee : Ketika saya menghafalkan materi di sekolah saya lebih cepat hafal kalau 
suasana tenang atau menghafal dengan suara keras sambil menutup kuping, 
untuk memudahkan menghafalkan  teks itu dalam suasana ramai. 
Interviewer   : Ok dek, terimakasih infonya. Good luck ya. 
Interviewee   : Sama-sama mbak. 
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RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
 
Satuan Pendidikan   : SMP  Al Islam 1 Surakarta 
Mata Pelajaran  : Bahasa Inggris 
Kelas/Semester  : VII/Satu 
Materi pokok   : Descriptive text 
Alokasi Waktu   : 4 JP (2x pertemuan) 
 
A. Tujuan Pembelajaran 
Setelah melaksanakan serangkaian kegiatan pembelajaran, siswa dapat: 
1. Memahami fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan pada teks untuk  
      menyatakan dan menanyakan tingkah lakudan tindakan orang  sesuai dengan konteks  
            penggunaannya. 
2. Memahami ungkapan yang digunakan untuk menyatakan dan menanyakan tingkah 
laku dan tindakan orang dengan unsure kebahasaan yang benar dan sesuai konteks. 
3. Menggunakan ungkapan untuk menyatakan dan menanyakan tingkah laku dan 
tindakan orang . 
4. Menggunakan ungkapan-ungkapan yang digunakan untuk menyatakan dan 
menanyakan tingkah laku dan tindakan orang sesuai dengan unsur kebahasaan dan 
konteks yang benar. 
5. Menyusun teks lisan dan tulis untuk menyatakan dan menanyakan tingkah laku dan 
tindakan orang sesuai dengan unsure kebahasaan yang benar dan sesuai konteks. 
 
B. Kompetensi Dasar dan Indikator Pencapaian Kompetensi 
 
No Kompetensi dasar Indikator pencapaian kompetensi 
 3.8. Menyusun teks lisan dan tulis 
untuk menyatakan dan 
menanyakan tingkah 
laku/tindakan/fungsi dari orang 
binatang, benda, sesuai dengan 
konteks penggunaannya. 
3.8.1. Siswa memahami fungsi sosial, struktur 
teks, dan unsur kebahasaan pada teks untuk 
menyatakan dan menanyakan tingkah laku 
dan tindakan orang,  sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
 
  3.8.2. Siswa memahami ungkapan yang 
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digunakan untuk menyatakan dan 
menanyakan tingkah laku dan tindakan 
orang,benda,dan tempat dengan unsur 
kebahasaan yang benar dan sesuai konteks. 
 
   
4.  4.9. Menyusun teks lisan dan tulis 
untuk menyatakan dan 
menanyakan tingkah 
laku/tindakan/fungsi dari orang, 
binatang, dan benda, dengan unsur 
kebahasaan yang benar dan sesuai 
konteks. 
 
 
 
 
 
4.9.1. Siswa menggunakan ungkapan untuk 
menyatakan dan menanyakan tingkah laku 
dan tindakan orang . 
 
4.9.2 Siswa menggunakan ungkapan-
ungkapan yang digunakan un tuk 
menyatakan dan menanyakan tingkah laku 
dan tindakan orang sesuai dengan unsure 
kebahasaan dan konteks yang benar. 
 
4.9.3. Siswa menyusun teks lisan dan tulis 
untuk menyatakan dan menanyakan tingkah 
laku dan tindakan orang sesuai dengan 
unsure kebahasaan yang benar dan sesuai 
konteks. 
 
 
 
C. Materi Pembelajaran  
       Teks deskriptif  lisan dan tulis, tentang orang, binatang, dan benda, 
Fungsi sosial  
Membanggakan, mengenalkan, mengidentifikasi, memuji, mengkritik, dsb. 
Struktur text 
(1) Penyebutan nama orang, binatang, benda dan nama bagian-bagiannya yang dipilih untuk 
dideskripsikan 
(2) Penyebutan sifat orang, binatang, benda dan bagiannya, dan  
(3) Penyebutan tindakan dari atau terkait dengan orang, binatang, bendayang semuanya sesuai 
dengan fungsi sosial yang hendak dicapai. 
Panjang teks: kurang lebih 3 (tiga) kalimat. 
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Unsur kebahasaan 
(1) Penyebutan kata benda singular dengan a dan the, dan plural (-s). 
(2) Kata ganti it, they, she, we, dst; our, my, your, their, dst. 
(3) Kata sifat yang sangat lazim, young, old, clever, big, small, easy, difficult, dilligent, tired, tall, short, 
beautiful, dan semacamnya 
(4) Kata kerja untuk menyatakan keadaan dan tindakan rutin dalam simple present tense: be, have, 
go, play,get, take, dan sebagainya. 
(5) Ejaan dan tulisan tangan dan cetak yang jelas dan rapi 
(6) Ucapan, tekanan kata, intonasi, ketika mempresentasikan secara lisan. 
Topik 
1. Orang, binatang, benda di sekitar dan relevan dengan kehidupan siswa, dengan memberikan 
keteladanan tentang perilaku disiplin, jujur, peduli, pola hidup sehat, dan ramah lingkungan.. 
 
   
D. Metode Pembelajaran 
Scientific Learning 
 
 
E. Media  Alat dan Sumber Pembelajaran 
a) Media  : LCD, gambar-gambar 
b) Alat/Bahan  : Gambar  orang dengan berbagai aktivitas, spidol, kertas kerja 
c) Sumber Pembelajaran : Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 2013. Bahasa Inggris, 
When English rings the bell. Jakarta: Politeknik Negri Media Kreatif. Hal. 128 – 129. 
d) Students worksheet, Grade VII,Erlangga 
F. Langkah-langkah Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Pertemuan I ( Orang dan Benda) 
Pertemuan II (Binatang dan Tempat)  
a. Pendahuluan  (10 menit ) 
1) Guru menyapa siswa menggunakan Bahasa Inggris agar tercipta English 
environment. 
2) Guru mengecek kehadiran siswa. 
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3) Guru memberikan beberapa pertanyaan terkait dengan materi yang akan 
disampaikan dihubungkan dengan pengalaman pribadi anak. 
a. Mengamati 
 
Siswa Guru 
 Siswa memperhatikan berbagai 
macam gambar dengan menyatakan 
dan menanyakan tentang deskripsi 
orang, binatang, dan benda, tempat 
sangat pendek dan sederhana. 
 Menyajikan berbagai macam 
gambar  dengan menyatakan dan 
menanyakan tentang deskripsi 
orang, binatang, dan benda, 
tempat,sangat pendek dan 
sederhana. 
 
 
b. Mempertanyakan 
 
Siswa 
 
Guru  
 Dengan bimbingan dan arahan 
guru, siswa mempertanyakan 
antara lain perbedaan antar 
berbagai teks deskriptif, dalam 
bahasa Inggris, perbedaannya 
dengan yang ada dalam bahasa 
Indonesia, kemungkinan 
menggunakan ungkapan lain, 
dsb. 
 Siswa mempertanyakan cara 
menemukan gagasan pokok, informasi 
tertentu, informasi rinci dan 
kesimpulan dalam teks deskriptif. 
 
 Memberikan pertanyaan  pengarah 
terkait objek-objek yang ada pada 
gambar, seperti orang, binatang, 
dan benda ,serta tempat dalam 
bahasa Inggris 
 
 
 Memberi kesempatan/ mendorong  
siswa untuk bertanya cara 
menemukan gagasan pokok, 
informasi tertentu, informasi rinci 
dan kesimpulan dalam teks 
deskriptif.. 
 
c. Menalar 
Siswa Guru 
 Siswa membaca beberapa teks  Meminta siswa membaca beberapa 
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deskriptif dari gambar yang 
ditayangkan. 
 
 Siswa membacakan teks deskriptif  
kepada teman dengan menggunakan 
unsur kebahasaan yang tepat 
 
 Siswa berlatih menemukan gagasan 
utama, informasi tertentu dan makna 
kata dalam teks deskriptif. 
 
 Siswa secara berkelompok 
menuliskan teks deskriptif tentang 
orang, binatang, dan benda, terkait 
dengan mata pelajaran lain di Kelas 
VII dengan memperhatikan fungsi 
sosial, struktur, dan unsur kebahasaan 
 
teks deskriptif dari gambar yang 
ditayangkan. 
. 
 Guru mengamati kegiatan siswa 
membacakan teks deskriptif  
kepada teman dengan 
menggunakan unsur kebahasaan 
yang tepat. 
 Guru mengamati kegiatan siswa 
dalam berlatih menemukan 
gagasan utama, informasi tertentu 
dan makna kata dalam teks 
deskriptif 
 
 Guru membentuk kelompok dan 
meminta siswa menuliskan teks 
deskriptif tentang orang, 
binatang,tempat dan benda, terkait 
dengan mata pelajaran lain di Kelas 
VII dengan memperhatikan fungsi 
sosial, struktur, dan unsur 
kebahasaan 
 
d. Mencoba 
 
Siswa Guru 
 Secara berpasangan siswa saling 
menganalisis teks deskriptif yang tulis 
dengan fokus pada fungsi sosial, 
struktur, dan unsur kebahasaan. 
 Siswa memperoleh balikan (feedback) 
dari guru dan teman tentang hasil 
analisis yang disampaikan dalam 
kerja kelompok. 
 
 
 Meminta siswa secara berpasangan 
menganalisis teks deskriptif yang 
tulis dengan fokus pada fungsi sosial, 
struktur, dan unsur kebahasaan. 
 Guru bersama siswa memberikan 
balikan (feedback) tentang hasil 
analisis yang disampaikan dalam 
kerja kelompok. 
 
 
 
e. Mengkomunikasikan 
 
Siswa Guru 
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 Siswa menuliskan deskripsi teman 
teman sebangkunya,sekolahnya dan 
mempresentasikan di depan kelas. 
 Siswa membuat jurnal belajar (learning 
journal) 
 
 
 Menugasi siswa untuk menuliskan 
deskripsi teman teman 
sebangkunya,serta sekolahnya dan 
mempresentasikan di depan kelas. 
 
 Meminta siswa membuat jurnal belajar 
(learning journal). 
 
 
 
b. Penutup  
1) Guru dan siswa secara bersama-sama membuat ringkasan bahan yang 
sudah dipelajari pada pertemuan ini. 
2) Guru mengajukan pertanyaan kepada siswa untuk membantu mereka 
melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan belajar yang telah mereka 
lakukan. 
3) Guru memberikan tugas kepada siswa untuk mempraktikkan 
ungkapan sapaan dan mencatat kepada siapa saja siswa mengucapkan 
ungkapan tersebut. 
4) Guru menjelaskan rencana kegiatan pembelajaran yang akan datang.  
 
I. Penilaian 
a. Penugasan untuk teks tulis. 
b. Test lisan berupa presentasi tentang My School 
 
J. Rubrik Penilaian 
a. Kompetensi Pengetahuan ( Tes Tulis) 
Ketepatan dan kesesuaian dalam menggunakan struktur teks  dan unsur kebahasaan dalam membuat 
teks  
deskriptif.   
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b. Kompetensi keterampilan ( Tes Lisan) 
    Teknik : tes praktek. 
    Rubrik penilaian: 
 
No. 
 
Nama 
 
Kosa kata 
 
Kelancaran 
 
Pengucapan 
 
Intonasi 
 
Total 
1.       
 
Keterangan : 
Skor 4 = sangat lancar dalam pengucapan, intonasi dan kosa kata sangat bervariasi. 
Skor 3 = lancar dalam pengucapan, intonasi, pengucapan dan kosa kata bervariasi. 
Skor 2 = cukup lancar dalam pengucapan, intonasi, dan kosa kata cukup bervariasi. 
Skor 1 = kurang lancar dalam pengucapan, intonasi dan kosa kata sangat kurang bervariasi. 
 
 Nilai akhir  = [ (skor perolehan/skor maksimal) X 4] 
 
 
 
Mengetahui       Surakarta,   Januari 2017 
Kepala SMP Al Islam 1 Surakarta    Guru Mata Pelajaran 
 
Drs.Muh.Syafi’i      Ratnawati Kiding, S.Pd  
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